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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
The United States and the Soviet Union
We have been living with the cold war, in one form
or another, for over thirty-five years now, but it doesn't
get easier with time. The matter of our adversary relations with the Soviet Union is not so much a problem as
a condition; it ought to be viewed not as an issue to be
resolved but rather as a fact of international life to be
endured. If fighting the Russians is unthinkable and
unilateral capitulation to their international designs
would be ignoble, we have no choice but to persevere
in an unsatisfactory and wearying relationship that
would be intolerable were it anything but inevitable.
This is not to say, of course, that all aspects of our
relations with the Soviet Union are set in concrete. As
with all interstate relations , our dealings with the
U.S.S.R. fluctuate over time, and they proceed through
irregular cycles of relative thaw and relative chill. The
first three years of the Reagan presidency have been
ones of notable chill, though the President's speech on
the subject in mid-January raised some cautious hopes
that things might improve. Habitual cynics in the media
wrote off Reagan's speech as re-election politics (on the
unstated but apparent assumption that in any case where
political intentions can be observed no other motives
can be credited), but most people, whatever their
doubts, welcomed the address as signaling a return to
greater civility, if nothing else, in Soviet-American
exchanges.
A more measured tone in our diplomacy is to be welcomed (the President's earlier characterizations of the
Soviet Union as an "evil empire" and a "focus of evil"
in the modern world were intemperate, though hardly
inaccurate), but we should not look for sea changes in
Soviet-American relations, regardless of who is President and regardless of the temper of rhetoric in our
diplomatic conversations at any given time. It is true,
as is often noted, that the United States and the Soviet
Union have a common interest in avoiding nuclear
annihilation. But that common interest sets the limits
within which our adversary relationship must be contained; it does not change the nature of the relationship.
A vast ideological gulf stands between our two nations,
and unless that reality is kept in mind, dangerous misconceptions flourish.
We noted with dismay, for example, the response of
many of Time magazine's readers to that journal's
selection of President Reagan and Soviet Premier Yuri
Andropov as men of the year for 1983. The cover story
accompanying the selection focused on the current
February, 1984

frigid state of Soviet-American relations, and if the
Letters section of Time is at all representative of public
opinion, large numbers of Americans hold appallingly
naive views as to the causes of those troubled relations.
Letter after letter attributed U.S.-U.S .S.R. rivalries
either to the personal qualities of the two leaders, as if
Reagan and Andropov were engaged in some personal
vendetta or petty power squabble in the absence of
which the danger of conflict between the two nations
would presumably evaporate, or to impersonal but still
petty maneuverings for strategic advantage that reflect
nothing more-on either side-than reckless military
and imperial ambitions. In the one view, superpower
rivalry is reduced to accidents of personality; in the
other it is perceived from an oddly evenhanded perspective that records and measures the moves in the
diplomatic/strategic game but forgets what the game is
all about. A commonly encountered variant of these
themes (it surprisingly did not turn up in the Time
sample) locates the essential roots of the problem in
mutual "misunderstandings"- false perceptions of the
other side based on stereotypes, myths, and propaganda.
All this is quite understandable at one level. The
prospect of nuclear war is so terrifying that many people have come to the conclusion that all other considerations must by subordinated to the search for peace and
disarmament. From that viewpoint, it is tempting to
find only insubstantial or narrowly selfish reasons for
Soviet-American disagreements, and to suppose that if
only reason and good will were allowed to prevail we
could usher in an era of international peace and cooperation.
Yet all of these perspectives are, finally, frivolous .
None of them is without a grain of truth, but all of them
taken together carry us very little distance toward a
serious understanding of Soviet-American tensions.
Differences between the U.S. and the U.S .S.R. cannot
be understood as functions of personal foibles, customary great-power conflicts, or perceptual distortions.
The differences involved are real differences, based in
wholly disparate political, moral, social, and economic
worldviews. We disagree about world events because
we disagree about the shape the world ought to take.
And because we are both great powers, our disagreements take on world-shaking significance.
Some critics would argue that even if all this is true
there is still good reason- indeed, there is all the more
reason-for the two nations to focus on areas of common
interest and work out some grounds of accommodation.
3

It will not be easy to work toward nuclear stability and restraint with the Russians at the same
time that we doggedly defend our interests against them. But that complex dual effort must be made.

If we disagree so profoundly, these critics say, and if
those disagreements could eventuate in a nuclear confrontation, then we have all the greater responsibility
to lessen military tensions, set ground rules for peaceful
competition, and in general find ways to keep our differences within manageable limits. After all, such
critics point out, it was two notorious hard-liners, Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger, who first pursued this
line with their policy of detente in the early 1970s.
Yet detente went by the boards not because American
Presidents arbitrarily reverted to harsh rhetoric and
military escalation (the withering of detente began not
under Ronald Reagan but under Jimmy Carter, and
Carter was no hawk) , but because the Russians played
it by rules according to which they got all the benefits
and the U.S. paid all the costs. The implicit rules of
detente require that the parties to it refrain from seeking unilateral advantages, avoid adventuristic policies,
and respect the legitimate interests of the other side.
Yet since the last years of the Nixon Administration the
Russians have engaged in a massive military build-up
(which the U.S. only tardily began to match), have
directly or indirectly followed expansionist policies
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and have upset the
military balance in Europe by installing their new SS-20
missiles (after which they expressed pained outrage
when the U.S. , at its European NATO partners' request,
responded by installing new missiles of its own) . They
have also acted with great truculence and even brutality in such incidents as the shooting down of the
Korean airliner. It is hard to imagine anyone seriously
supposing that detente could survive all that.
No one should have been surprised that the Russians
acted as they did. They are not western liberals. They
have never denied the Marxist-Leninist philosophy
that assures them that the future belongs to them. They
have never for a moment pretended that they would
refrain from instigating and assisting revolutionary
movements wherever possible. Those who speak of the
Soviet Union as a status quo power deceive themselves.
The Russians are still revolutionaries, and so long as
they are they will be a destabilizing influence in the
world.
The issue remains ideological. John Kennedy spoke
over twenty years ago of "a long twilight struggle" to
defend freedom, and an end to that struggle is nowhere
in sight. We can only persevere in the struggle if we
continue to hold dear the liberal democratic values for
which the West stands and if we understand that those
values are seriously under attack.
We in the United States are not people of peculiar
virtue, but the values which it is given us to defend are
infinitely superior to those of our adversaries. We need
to resist self-righteousness without thereby suffering a
4

loss of will. Anti-communism cannot stand as a sufficient
foreign policy for America, but it remains a necessary
one. The leaders of the Soviet Union will become genuinely cooperative with us only if we in effect give them
a blank check around the world in exchange for assurances that, at least in the short run, western Europe and
North America will not come under direct military
threat. That is the real price of detente, at least as the
Russians define the bargain .
Our willingness to resist the Russians must of course
be balanced with great prudence. No one in his right
mind proposes to blow up the world for freedom. We
want to remain neither dead nor red rather than one or
the other. It will not be easy to work toward nuclear
stability and restraint with the Russians at the same
time that we doggedly defend our interests against
them. But that delicate , complex dual effort must be
made.
Accomplishment of our ends will require large, steady
doses of realism. We should not define our goals in
ways that make them impossible to achieve. We cannot,
for example, gain "victory" over the Russians in the
sense that th~ir empire will be destroyed or that they
will be converted to our way of seeing things . If we
accomplish containment that will be victory enough.
It will not do for us either to entertain dreams of
total nuclear disarmament. Nuclear weapons cannot,
at this late date, be disinvented. Stable deterrence is
probably the best we can hope for, and it will take all
the ingenuity and shrewdness we can muster to get to
and maintain that condition. Nor can we realistically
expect to achieve substantial reductions in conventional
military spending, at least in the foreseeable future. A
nuclear stand-off will require us to maintain conventional forces in such strength and variety that the Russians are not tempted to aggressive behavior. This is
1984, and the doctrine of "peace through strength" has
an Orwellian ring, but in truth we are dealing here
with an instance not of doublethink but of ironic paradox.
A final note. Virtually all postwar Presidents have
been accused, at one time or another, of excessive preoccupation with the communist threat in general and
the Russian threat in particular. A temptation exists
there , to be sure: there are other dangers and other
issues in the world beyond the Red Army and the philosophy of Marxism-Leninism. But President after President has found himself preoccupied with the Soviet
Union not out of paranoia or ideological obsession but
because he has soberly concluded that the Russian communist regime constitutes the single greatest threat in
the world to the interests and values of the United
States. That is still true today and it will continue to be
true for whomever we elect next November.
Cl
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Creativity and Creation
A Lutheran Context for the Arts

Martin E. Marty
In one sense it is no more valid to look for "Lutheran
art" than it is for Baptist horticulture, Catholic astronomy, or Methodist economics. If the impulse to pursue
a Lutheran context for the arts is born of either confessional chauvinism or denominational envy-the Catholics have something, why can't we?-then it would be
better to let it pass along with other irrelevant tinglings
of toes or itchings of palms. There are, however, better
reasons to inquire about how and when and whether the
Lutheran movement gives encouragement to human
creativity in the form of various arts.
One good reason to explore the connections has to do
with patronage. Historians of art regularly cite the
general disappearance of the church as inspirer or subsidizer of creativity. No longer, now that Christendom
has gone, will the Christian church be able to control or
direct resources which will attract sculptors, painters,
or engravers. Gawkers at the great art in European
churches can only with difficulty imagine a day when
wealthy classes were made up of people who sought
salvation beyond the world of tax shelters and superbowl victories, when they put their money into betting
on a kingdom to come. Art as indulgence. No longer
does the Christian symbol system serve to connect the
loose ends of a culture, or to unite the imaginations of
diverse sorts of people in any place and time. Today
each artist must face the terror that is born where beauty
erupts and fight the terror of loneliness: how can I succeed in generating a system of symbols potent enough

Martin E. Marty is the Fairfax M. Cone Distt"nguished Service Professor of the history of modern Christianity at The
University of Chicago and Associate Editor of the Christian
Century. A Lutheran minister whose major energies have
gone into the teaching and writing of history or into cultural
comment and, in his words, "barely more than impotent
'social activism,"' he has cam"ed on a career-long love affair
with the arts and is an honorary member of or fellow in a
number of Christianity-and-Arts foundations and fellowships.
This article parallels remarks at a noontime lecture he gave
dun·ng the 1983 "Worship and Witness"festival in Minneapolis. Lutheran Brotherhood sponsored the lecture. As a luncheon address, he explains, it remains deliciously unburdened
by footnotes.
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that I can lure people inside it long enough to confront
my artifact and art?
Lacking the church as agent or sponsor, artists only
rarely resort to Christian themes and only slightly less
rarely do they give expression to overtly religious inspirations of the sort Paul Tillich used to celebrate in,
say, the numinous works of Vincent van Gogh. A church
leadership that would divorce Christ from culture then
complains that Christ and culture are divorced. Christians should not involve themselves with the arts, literature, economics, politics, human affairs, they say-and
then they bemoan the fact that culture is secular. Peter
Berger once complained that when Christians thus
complain about secularism they are as foolish as blond
parents would be if they faulted their daughter for being
blond: you produced her, their hearers can say.
Here and there the churches have won back some
space and created, at least in the Christian community,
a congenial climate for the arts. There is a large enough
critical mass of creative energy and people to appreciate
it in the Lutheran colleges and universities of the greater Midwest that some sort of tradition has been born: of
galleries, choirs, musical compositions, and artistry.
When the post-World War II building boom in the
churches gave suburban Christianity a chance to express itself, Lutheranism was often congratulated for
being free enough within its traditional outlook to be
rather bold in architectural creation. While many a
sanctuary has seen sorry banners, some have also welcomed sewn works of liturgical integrity. This is not
the moment to inventory, but only to point out that the
landscape has not been completely barren, the soundscape entirely bleak. There has been something, not
nothing, to inspire inquiries like this one about the
Lutheran genius.
For the future, one must say that the outposts of Christianity that have had Lutheran presences, from Norway
to Namibia, from Torgau to Tacoma, in Philadelphias
and St. Louises and Minneapolises, are at least large
enough to show up on the Christian screen. There are ,
we were often enough reminded by the public media in
the Luther year, eight million Americans and seventy
million earthlings in all who derive their prism for the
Gospel in some direct way from the Lutheran heritage.
If a few hundred Shakers in nineteenth-century America could generate such great toolcraft and esthetic integrity, then there should be at least islands and out5

Certain prophetic movements have been so crabby that they would pose Christ against the creationa heresy for anyone who has read the celebrations of nature and history in Luther's own writings .

croppings where Lutheranism finds a voice. It may play
its part in rendering aspects of the Body of Christ vivid
in chorus, pigment, or literary line.
It takes time, energy, patience for aborted efforts or
lost talents to be transcended, before an element of the
Christian church does find voice. I recall reading an
article a year or so ago by a Fordham priest who was
responding to post-Vatican II nostalgia buffs who rued
the bad translations and worse music which have afflicted the Church before, during, and after the guitaraccompaniment era. He was ministering to Catholics
who envied Lutherans in the arts of worship because
after twenty years Catholic liturgy lacked a new poetry.
Remember, he said, that Lutheranism's two poets, Martin Luther and Johann Sebastian Bach, are distanced
from each other not by two and a half decades but by
two and a half centuries. Enfoldings of church life and
struggling efforts by "poets" between them were all part
of the process. Take the long view.

Typologies of Christ and Culture
That confessional traditions in sundry cultural settings do engender or acquire specific modalities for
being in the world is obvious to any student of statecraft or artcraft. The most familiar typology, one that
by now can be called classic, is that of H. Richard Niebuhr in Christ and Culture (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1951). As most serious students of the subject
know, Niebuhr discerned a fivefold set of options or
located five characteristic approaches. Three of them
have appeared on Lutheran soil , but we need not take
them seriously: Christ against culture, Christ above culture, Christ of culture. Christ against: certain prophetic
movements have been so crabby that they would pose
Christ against the creation-a heresy for anyone who
has read the celebrations of nature and history in Luther's explanations of the Fourth Petition of the Lord's
Prayer or the Large Catechism elaboration on the First
Article of the Creed. Christ above: some Lutheran pietists, in the messy bag of mixed blessings they brought
(and there were some blessings in it), sometimes acted
as if everything in the world was so tainted that Christ
would be served by purists. Heresy ag~in, same documentation. Christ of: baptize whatever you find to your
liking in a culture, be it your Yolk , nation, "way of life ,"
or possessions. Lutherans often do that, but they really
know they should not, so let us not take them typologically seriously. We are at this moment discussing substance, not sin.
That left two options. The one saw Christ transforming culture. The church was always in the process of
seeing sinful , errant, finite domains of humanity being
orought ever closer into some sort of congruence with
6

the Kingdom of God or a similar ideal. It was this outlook that stood behind many awesome Catholic and Calvinist impulses in public life. Witness legal Christendom. Witness the Puritan Protestant achievement in
Geneva or Massachusetts Bay, or, if we have the wit to
trace the hidden theology behind the Enlightenment in
America, we can even see the suspicious and hence
creative U .S. Constitution as a Presbyterian document.
It is realistic about human nature, but still impels citizens to be constructive.
In such a reading, Luther and Lutheranism come off
less well. In Paul Tillich's terms, for Lutheranism , the
demonic pervades the structures of existence. There is
no "transforming" of culture, though there can be responsibility in it. The Lutheran record of passivity in
public life is born of this vision. Instead, Luther's own
radically dialectical view of Christ and culture "in paradox" kept it uncreative in affairs of state and the polis.
The historian has a hard time confuting what Niebuhr
sensed: uncreativity. On occasion, however, when I let
the details of Niebuhr's text recede from my mind and I
pop up or off with responses to questions after addresses,
I forget that he notices what seems to me to be my own
patent: reverse the fields from statecraft to art and it is
the Lutherans who have more positive views of cultural
potential, while the Calvinists and Reformed in general-the Zwinglians in particular-shrink.
One should not overdo this twisting and turning to
make Lutheran ism come out right, if positive achievement is what is "right." The artistic peer of Bach on
Protestant soil, Rembrandt, and the poetic genius of
literature on similar soil, Milton, were of Reformed ,
not Lutheran lineage. Yet when the Reformed think
about it, their churches, while not unesthetic, tend to
be unadorned. Their music has been Protestant versions of plainsong and plainchant and psalmsong, and
the Calvinists have always been a bit embarrassed by
eruptions of toccatas, explosions of color, or the hints
of ecstasy that come with four-star, twenty-one-gunsalute eucharists. Karl Barth and Andre Bieler typically
see the sanctuary as an arena for the Word, and that is
basically it. Mozart is heavenly and Swiss architecture
is to be appreciated, but they are not an intrinsic part of
leitourgia, the people's service. They may be a threat to
it. Keep the cross bare of Body, if there is to be a cross
at all .
That imaging runs close to stereotyping, but let it pass
in outline long enough to make a point: Niebuhr was
there first. In Christ and Culture he specifically observes
that Luther and Lutheranism encouraged education in
languages, arts, and history, especially in music. The
Lutheran teaching on vocation chartered commerce
and military life. Niebuhr simply and safely saw these
encouragements as part of the "yes" side of Lutheran
The Cresset

In the midst of a sad and fallen world, where all things human and finite live under the marks of
Adam, Cain, and Herod, there is still room for brilliant and free celebration of nature and history.

dialectic, over against the "no" which is always especially vivid in , say, political life.
This "yes" does not mean that Christ transforms culture into some new consolidation called Christendom
or, more embarrassingly for lovers of the Gospel , Lutherandom. It does mean that in the midst of a sad and
fallen world, where all things human and finite live
under the marks of Adam and Cain and Herod, there
is room for astonishingly brilliant, refreshingly free
celebration of nature and history.
I hope a possibly mischosen illustration will not lead
some to let me lose my point. I have often noticed in the
two sides of American watercolorist Charles Burchfield's work this Lutheran dialectic. Was this because
Burchfield "happened to be a Lutheran," or was it accidental, or was it integral to his faith and vision? On the
one hand, he painted extremely realistic and depressingly more-than-accurate pictures of Buffalo and Ohio
cityscapes, the grey-turned-black homes of workers in
sad industrial districts. On the other hand, there were
those scenes from nature, in which penumbras of the
sacral could not be suppressed ; they created auras to
halo tree and brook and sun.

Revisiting Primal Lutheran Resources
When one seeks to cultivate a Lutheran context for
the arts of all sorts, it is necessary to revisit the primal
Lutheran resources which have to do with creativity.
In a previous Cresset article on Luther and the Humanities (December, 1981, p. 11) I cited some Luther lines
so apt and searing, so penetrating and useful , that no
doubt all readers have kept them at hand on desk top or
had them engraved for doorposts, enscrolled for frontlets. From that rich harvest, these few lines :
We [in the Reformatio n] a re now livi ng in the dawn of th e futu re
life ; for we are beginning to regain a knowledge of th e creation. a
knowledge we had forfeited by the fall of Adam . ... Erasmus does
not concern himse lf with thi s; it interests him little how the fetu s is
made. formed . a nd developed in the womb . Thu s he also fai ls to
prize the excellency of the sta te of ma rri age . [God 's power] is evident even in a peach stone. No matter how hard its shell . in du e
season it is forced ope n by a very soft kernel inside it. All thi s is
ig nored by Erasmu s. H e looks at the creatu res as a cow stares a t a
new gate.

Such a view of nature was grounded in a specific way
of seeing creation. Most people in the Lutheran tradition assent to the notion of creatio ex nihilo: that God
created out of nothing. This, Jurgen Moltmann tells us ,
in a handy doctrine of creation because of the fact or
insofar as it helps protect our understanding of the
freedom and spontaneity of God. They might be more
surprised to know that it is not a specifically biblical
teaching. Not until the Apocrypha , in a line or two of
something Maccabean, or until well into Christian paFebruary, 1984

triarchy, in the wntmgs of Theophilus of Antioch (I
stole that obscure reference from Jaroslav Pelikan) did
"creation out of nothing" find explicit statement.
Instead, as any reader of the Large Catechism on th e
First Article makes clear, it is creatio continua that dominated in the engendering generation of Lutheranism,
before the scholastics got neat about things. Luther, who
as roving planet and not fixed star, as he put it, lived
out in advance Nietzsche's line that "one must still have
chaos in one's soul to give birth to a dancing star," celebrated that view of creation in which God is always in
the process of rendering cosmos out of chaos. Instantly
that profession about divine Creatorhood is focused in
the creativity of the person, the "young child, 'My
boy,"' who can answer as a leader of adults:
I hold and believe that I am a creature of God; that is. that he has
given and consta ntly sustains my body. soul. and life. my me mbers
g reat and small . all the faculties of my mind . my reason a nd understa nding. and so forth ; ... Besides. he makes all creation help provide th e comforts and necessities of life . ... Moreover. he gives all
ph ysical a nd te mporal blessings- good government . peace. security.

And, in turn, "we are in duty bound to love, praise, and
thank God without ceasing, and , in short, to devote all
these things to his service. . . ."
The implications of such a view for the artist in his or
her vocation of creating and the constituent or.client or
congregant in participating should be obvious. Christ,
the Incarnate One, who our race hath honored thus that
he deigns to dwell with us, is always in the process of
transforming that very culture in which the demonic at
the same time (simul, again and always) remains pervasive inside history.
Lutheranism, then, becomes a life of response. This
may take the form of prayer and praise, as Luther said
it must when he dedicated the first "Lutheran" sanctuary in Torgau Castle. It may take the form of homemaking, teaching, being a politician. It can never ru le
out the artist, the glorifier of singular things .
To be a Lutheran and to be a dull, practical burgher
is quite natural. Yes, natural , as in Natural Man or
Woman. To be a Lutheran and be tonedeaf, not gifted
in putting together pigment and stone, not nuanced
about pentameter or sprung rhythm, is allowable. There
are a variety of gifts but the same spirit. But to belong
to the tradition which speaks as Luther did of music or
as did his Large Catechism of creation and then to
oppose artistic creation- that moves beyond the bounds
of permissible understandings. We may not all be call ed
to frequent the galleries, buy sandwic-hes for the composers, or get the poets out of their garrets. We are all
called, in this tradition, somehow to respond to Creation
by encouraging the creators among us, the creativity
within us.
Cl
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Black Lutherans in the New World
Myths and Realities

Jeff G. Johnson

Jeff G. J ohnson is Professor of Sociology at Valparaiso University. He earned his B.A. at Concordia Seminary (St. Louis)
and his M.A. and Ph.D. at the University of Southern CalIfornia. Before beg£nning his teaching career, he served as
pastor in several Lutheran congregations. At VU, he has at
var£ous times served as assistant to the University Preacher,
coordinator of the B lack Student Program, and chairman of
the Department of Sociology. This article was prepared in
conjunction with the photographic exhibition, New World
Black Lutherans: A Visual Perspective, shown in the
Mueller Hall Art Gallery at Valparaiso University, January 25February 29. Dr. Johnson researched and organized the exhibit and received assistance from Richard Brauer, Director
of the University Art Galleries.
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Whenever an attempt is made to probe the Black
Lutheran experience, one is inevitably forced to deal
with three myths. The first is the myth of No Contact.
The second is the Johnny-Come-Lately myth . Finally,
there is the myth of The Unbn"dgeable Chasm. If you
succeed in surmounting these hurdles, two things are
clear. First, these myths are not just about Black Lutherans . They are about all Lutherans. Second, well ,
that's what this article is all about.
Before looking at these myths, a word about focusing
on Black Lutherans in the New World as opposed to
Black Lutherans in the United States. Invariably, if one
decides to look at the Black Lutheran experience, seemingly inexplicable people and events pop up. Without
any warning, there is a Black deaconess, Sister Emma
Francis, working the streets of New York City. Or, in
thumbing through a statistical yearbook, you discover
that one of the largest Lutheran congregations in the
United States is Black. These are not really inexplicable.
They are simply manifestations of the geographic history of Black Lutherans. Thousands of Black Lutherans
migrated to the United States from as far north in the
Caribbean as the Virgin Islands to as far sou th as Guyana. Consequently, one must look beyond the borders
of this nation to understand the Black Lutheran experience.
The Cresset
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THE NO-CO NT ACT MYTH

This myth tends to foreclose the very existence of
Black Lutherans. It suggests that since Lutherans never
really had much contact with Black people, one really
ought not expect to find many, if any, Black Lutherans.
Oddly enough, professional historians have had a hand
in perpetuating this misconception. The authors of the
most recent standard history of American Lutheranism
tell us that there were fewer "slaveholders among (colonial) German families than among other nationalities." 1
The reader is left to draw the obvious conclusion: There
really wasn't any contact between Lutherans and Black
people.
It is true that the Germans were less likely to be slaveholders than the English or the Scotch. The difficulty
with the above kind of thinking is that, on the one hand,
not all Black people were slaves, and on the other hand,
while the Germans were indeed the most numerous of
the Lutherans to come to these shores, they were not the
first, nor were they the only Lutherans to immigrate.
There were Dutch Lutherans, Swedish Lutherans, Austrian Lutherans, Danish Lutherans (in the West Indies) ,
Norwegian Lutherans, Finnish Lutherans, and Slovak
Lutherans, to mention a few. It seems odd to imagine
that with a growing number of Lutherans and Blacks
entering the New World, there would never be any kind
of significant contact between them.
Another questionable part of this No-Contact myth
is the assumption that, by and large, Lutherans tended
to isolate themselves in ethnic communities. While that
may be true to some extent, those communities were
not shuttered, locked ghettos. When I inquired why my
first pastor, a Black man, was so fluent in German, his
grandson informed me that it was because he grew up
among Germans in Springfield, Illinois.2

marr ied, and accepted as members of th e young congregations, and in one instance even donated the land
on which the church was built .
This myth ignores much more than the fact that
Black people have been a part of Lutheranism almost
from the day that Lutherans landed on these shores.
More importantly, it ignores the fact that before the beginning of the twentieth centu ry, Lutherans developed
a number of strategies for working with Black peopl e.
The Johnny-Come-Lately myth ignores much
more than the fact that Black people have
been a part of Lutheranism almost from the
day that Lutherans landed on these shores.
More importantly, it ignores the fact that
before the beginning of the twentieth century,
Lutherans developed a number of strategies
for working among and with Black people.

We have already alluded to the first model/strategy
that was initiated by the Dutch Lutherans. Lutherans
were not concerned solely with a kind of "ingathering"
of fellow-believers from the old country. In comparison
with the English and the Scotch, the Dutch generally
were more pragmatic and relaxed in their approach to
racial differences, as well as to the question of slavery.
When one of the Black members of Old St. Matthew's
in New York City moved up-state, he opened his home
for the first Lutheran service in that territory, from
which emerged the so-called "Mountain" congregation. 4
By the early 1730s, one church constitution took cognizance of Negro slaves becoming church members and
specified:
In regard to the egroes. a pastor shall previously ascertain that
they do not intend to abuse their Christianity. to break the laws of
the land . or to dissolve the tie of obedience; yea. he must have a
positive promise that Christ ianity will not only be entered upon. but
that the same shall be practiced in life. 5

II. THE JOHNNY-COME-LATELY MYTH
This myth assumes that Black people are relative newcomers to the Lutheran Church, and for all practical
purposes didn't start joining the Lutheran Church until
the beginning of the twentieth century. If true, it raises
the interesting question : What happened to the Lutherans' sense of mission during their first 250 years on these
shores?
In fact, the Lutherans' sense of mission was alive and
well from the very beginning. Lutherans barely got
themselves organized in New Amsterdam when Fabritius baptized the first Black person in the New World on
Palm Sunday in 1669.3 This was not an exceptional
event. Throughout the colony, Blacks were baptized,
1
2
3
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The practice among Lutherans from the very beginning seems unambiguous. Black people, regardless of
their civic status, could and did become functioning
members of Lutheran congregations. As Lutherans
moved south and became more intimately involved with
slavery, it was not only customary to bring one's slaves
to church, but there were even instances in which the
congregation purchased a slave or two to assist the pastor in running his farm.
Rt'tual Formalt'sm. Lutherans developed at least three
different strategies to carry on their mission in the midst
of slavery. The first strategy, Ritual Formalism, was
most fully employed by the Salzburgers (Austrian Lutherans) who settled in Georgia in the early 1730s. Initially, the Salzburgers were opposed to the principle of
slavery as well as its introduction into the colony. They
4
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formed involving very young children. Those children
who died at an early age were given a Christian burial
in the church cemetery_7 They brought young slaves to
worship services and, in some instances, to their schools.
While Henry M. Muhlenberg concludes that the Salzburgers' efforts with Blacks were not generally profitable, he includes this specific account of what was going
on:
A devout housefather raised a Negro boy from infancy and had
him baptized and instructed so that he was able to read and write
well.
During the intolerably hot summer months there is nevertheless
a great deal of work to be done on the land. The master preferred to
sit at home in the shade but the Negro had to work outside in the
heat of the sun. He often came into the house and saw hi s master
reading the Bible or other edifying books and praying and writing.
The Negro began to do the same thing and wanted to spend half the
day in the shade over his devotions ; and when the master instructed
him from God's Word that one must work if one would eat. he made
a wry mouth and declared that that kind of Christ ianity was not
becoming or suitab le to him ... 8

Jerusalem Church at Ebenezer, Georg-ia

had hardly set foot on land, however, when the governor offered them the use of some company slaves to
help them get settled at Ebenezer, just northwest of
Savannah. The Salzburgers accepted. The slaves not
only helped them set up shelters and begin the process
of clearing the land, they also taught them how to survive in that new environment. 6 Despite his abhorrence
of the institution of slavery, Boltzius (pastor of the Salzburgers) obviously did not understand its effects. He
complains piously in his journal about thievery by
slaves, not to mention their heathen practice of committing suicide if not watched carefully.
Initially, slavery was prohibited in Georgia until the
early 1750s. While this suggests that there was littl e, if
any, contact betwe~n the Salzburgers and Blacks for the
first twenty years of the community's existence, Boltzius' journal suggests that some members of the community actually owned slaves before such ownership
was legal. There was growing consensus that it was
"necessary" to purchase slaves in order for the work of
the colony to be done. Boltzius and the community
finally withdrew their objection to the introduction of
slavery within Georgia.
Boltzius appealed to friends in Germany to provide
him with money to purchase children directly from
slave ships in order to train them as Christians and
save their souls. Between 1756 and 1781, the records
indicate that approximately .58 baptisms were per6
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The Salzburgers' emphasis appears to have been on
"saving the souls" of Black people. In their view, the
best way to do that was to get the Black person before he
or she could be contaminated. If one worked with the
same assumptions and same techniques used in working
with young white Salzburgers, it was hoped, one might
achieve the same results. At the very best we would
have to conclude that the Salzburgers were extremely
naive . This rigid, formalistic attempt to impose Christianity on Blacks seems to have ignored both the realities of the Christian life as well as those of slavery.
Inclusiveness. The second attempt on the part of Lutherans to work systematically with Blacks within the
context of slavery took place in the West Indies under
the leadership of Danish Lutherans. The Danes opted
for an essentially inclusive strategy. Beginning in the
1750s, the Danish Church sent ten missionaries to work
among Blacks in what was then the Danish West Indies.
The first twenty years were notably unsuccessful, primarily because the only way a Black person could become a member of the church was by becoming not only
a convert to the church, but a convert to Danish cu lture.
In 1770, the strategy changed. Lutherans began translating the Small Catechism, the New Testament, and a
hymnal into Creole, the language of Black people. This
was followed by the formation of separate Creole (Black)
and white congregations. Another monumental step in
this strategy was a decree by the Danish king mandating the establishment of schools for Blacks, free and
slave. The schools were organized and supervised by the
7
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Church and staffed by Black members from the church.
By the early 1790s, two of the largest Lutheran congregations in the New World were Black, numbering more
than 1,000 souls each. By the mid-1790s, the Creole and
white congregations were merged.
As a result of the occupation of the Islands by the
English during the early part of the nineteenth century,
English more and more became the lingua franca. By
the 1850s, the island church, in a search for worship
materials in the English language, turned to Lutherans
in the United States. As the century drew to a close,
more and more Blacks began migratirrg to the United
States in search of work. In 1917, when the United
States government purchased the islands from the Danish crown, Virgin Island Lutherans affiliated with what
is now the Lutheran Church in America.
This Inclusive model of the Danes in the Virgin Islands is in many respects the most radical, and possibly
the most successful, strategy developed by Lutherans
in the New World.
Modzfied Pluralism. A third strategy to emerge within
the context of slavery was developed under the leadership of Dr. John Bachman, pastor of St. John's Lutheran
Church in Charleston, South Carolina around 1820. It
is clear from the work done at St. John's that Lutherans
were not just interested in slaves. A number of free
Blacks were members of St. John's Church and owned
their own pews. One such free Black, Mr. Jehu Jones,
became the first Black Lutheran minister of record. The
Reverend Mr. Jones was originally slated to go to
Africa as a missionary. After a series of "misfortunes,"
however, he ended up in Philadelphia where he established the first all-Black Lutheran congregation on the
U.S. mainland in 1836.
At about the same time, Dr. Bachman made arrange-

ments for Mr. Daniel Alexander Payne to attend a Lutheran seminary in Pennsylvania. Mr. Payne was also
a free Black. Payne was ordained a Lutheran minister
and briefly served a Lutheran parish in New York State.
We should not, however, identify Mr. Payne as a Lutheran. He entered the seminary with the clear understanding that he neither wanted to become a Lutheran
nor wished to become a minister. Both he and the faculty at the seminary were aware that his ordination and
service in the Lutheran ministry was a temporary
convenience. Payne really wanted to be a teacher. He
ended his career as one of the leading bishops in the
African Methodist Episcopal Church. Payne was the
founder/president of Wilberforce College as well as the
leading exponent of higher education and a well-trained
clergy within the A.M.E. Church.
There is yet another outstanding individual who
came out of the work done in Charleston. His name is
Boston Jenkins Drayton, also a free black. In the mid1840s, Mr. Drayton was commissioned and sent to the
Las Palmas Colony in West Africa as a missionary. He
is the first Lutheran missionary to Africa from the
United States. If one looks at the record carefully, much
of the impetus to send Drayton to Africa came from the
Black members at St. John 's Church. Drayton did not
fare well as a missionary. But he became governor of
the Las Palmas Colony, and after its annexation by
Liberia, he became the third Chief Justice of the Liberian Supreme Court.
The effectiveness of this strategy of Modified Pluralism can be gauged by noting that after about forty years,
one-fourth of all Lutherans in the South Carolina
Synod were black.
Lutheran Federation. In 1889, a new post-slavery model
The Rev. Daniel Alexander Payne

Fredn.'ch Lutheran Church, Virgin Islands
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appeared: Lutheran Federation. Four Black men petitioned the North Carolina Synod to form the Alpha
Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Freedmen in America. The four gentlemen were D. J. Koontz,
Nathan Clapp, Samuel Holt, and William P . Phifer.
The North Carolina Synod gave its approval.
Clearly, this was an outgrowth of the strategy of Modified Pluralism initiated some seventy years before by
Bachman, and it is testimony to the effectiveness of
Bachman's strategy. Both the members of the Alpha
Synod and the North Carolina Synod envisioned a cooperative relationship that would eventuate in some
kind of federation between the two synods. While much
could be said for this strategy, neither the Alpha Synod
nor the North Carol ina Synod possessed the resources
to make it work. The members of the fledgling synod
made the fatal mistake of asking the newly formed
Synodical Conference for assistance. The appearance
of Niels Baake sounded the death knell for the newly
formed Synod. Baake (of the Synodical Conference),
with no small amount of arrogant heavy-handedness,
proceeded to "take over." Koontz died. Baake took it
upon himself to dismiss Clapp and Holt as unfit for the
ministry. Phifer ultimately could not stomach Baake
and took a long walk.
The idea of a Black synod did not die. Paradoxically,
it was the mismanagement of the Synodical Conference
The Rev. David Koonts

that led to its resurrection. The issue of a Black synod
was vigorously debated by Black Synodical Conference
Lutherans immediately following World War II, and
missed becoming a reality by only one vote. While the·
idea has not become a reality, neither is it completely
dead as far as some Black Lutherans are concerned.
Foreign Missions At Home. In 1877, the Synodical Conference came up with its Foreign Mission Model for
working with Black people within the United States.
The initial difficulty with the Synodical Conference's
efforts, despite good intentions, was its failure to do its
homework. It ignored more than two centuries of experience and proceeded to re-invent the wheel, as it were.
Even after the Alpha Synod invited them into what was
then the heart of mainland Lutheranism, the Carolinas,
(which subsequently became the Synodical Conference's most productive mission field) Baake and the
Mission Board were still unaware of what they had
fallen into. If this sounds like an overly harsh assessment of the Synodical Conference, Richard Dickenson
calls it a case of "Roses and Thorns." 9 The rosy part of
this strategy is that it was right on target with regard to
immediate goals. It recognized the importance of establishing worshiping communities, as well as developing
indigenous church workers. Parochial schools were another important element of this strategy. Within approximately thirty years, the Synodical Conference
could point with some pride to the fact that all of its professional workers in the field had been trained at Synodical schools.
The thorny part of this strategy was the continuing
emphasis on organizing and operating this endeavor
essentially as a foreign mission field. Built into this
strategy (though not intentionally planned) were serious barriers to the exercise of Christian maturity and
the possibility of any kind of genuine fellowship with
those who were brothers and sisters in the faith. While
there is a tendency to point to the Synodical Confer9
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ence's strategy as the most effective one that Lutherans
have developed in this country, one needs to remember
that in the decade preceeding World War II, the Synodical Conference lost about one-half of its Black ministers. That's a lot of thorns.
Uncertain Churchliness. The final strategy to emerge
in the nineteenth century and which seems less clear
than the others came from the American Lutheran
Church, starting in the suburbs of Baltimore, and then
moving deeper into the South. That policy can best be
called one of Uncertain Churchliness. Without attempting to be unkind or sarcastic, we can conclude that while
the American Lutheran Church wanted to "do something" for Black people, its efforts "as Church" were
highly unfocused. It is not clear whether they wanted
to "be Church" when working with Blacks, or whether
they wanted to be some kind of social service agency.
By some criteria, they were rather unsuccessful up to
World War II, and became notably discouraged.
III. THE MYTH OF THE
UNBRIDGEABLE CHASM
The final issue one needs to deal with is the assumption that the history and religious tradition of Black
people is so different from Lutheranism that Black people simply will not respond to Lutheranism. On the face
Synodical Conference "Mission Ford" in Alabama

St. Paul's Lutheran Church, Los Angeles

of it, this is absurd. If there was any merit whatsoever
to this assumption, how in the world does one account
for the millions of Lutherans in Black Africa, whose religious traditions were much more different from Lutheranism than those of Black Americans. One of the
most Lutheran countries outside of Europe is Namibia
in Southwest Africa.
To be quite blunt about it, part of the problem that
some Lutherans have is in not separating Lutheran
theology from the particular cultural context in which
they acquired that theology. They see these two entities
as inseparable. This has not only gotten them into difficulty when attempting to share the Gospel with those
who differ culturally from themselves; it has gotten
them into serious difficulties even when trying to do
theology among themselves. They simply do not comprehend that any theology (even Lutheran theology)
will be expressed and pursued in somewhat different
ways as it moves from one cultural group to another.
This, of course, raises the issue of Lutheranism and
the religious tradition of American Blacks. Joseph
Washington has described that tradition as Black Folk
Religion. 10 This tradition is not a commitment to a
particular denomination. In fact, its roots lie in a deliberate kind of non-organization which some historians
refer to as "the invisible institution." For those interested in precisely how Black Folk Religion and Lutheranism "make it together," take a careful look at two of
Lutheranism's shining hours : the Inclusive Strategy of
the Danish Lutherans working with a somewhat immature Black Folk Religion, and the Modified Pluralistic
Strategy of Bachman working with mature Black Folk
Religion.
~=
10
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The Political Captivity of Christians

Relating Religion and Politics

Roy J. Enquist
While the secularist aspiration to build a culture
unencumbered by religion continues, the attempts of
religious communities to shape public policy to conform to their privileged vision show new vigor. In fact,
a discernible shift in common perceptions of the political significance of religion can now be detected.
The secularists' relegation of religion to the status of
an epiphenomenon has served to render major world
events unintelligible. For while religion and politics
may not be the same thing, they increasingly appear to
be inseparable across much of the globe. John Paul 's
pilgrimage to his native Poland turned out to be both
religious and political in character. Neither the Vatican
nor the Polish Communist party can bring itself to admit publicly what every Pole knows: the Pope, precisely as the head of the church, is the major political
symbol in his country's resistance movement.
Other examples abound. The influence of Israel 's
Orthodox community not only shapes much of that
nation's political agenda; it has signal impact on the
Palestinians, on humanist Israelis, and on the U.S. State
Department as well. Shiite fundamentalism has generated a revolution in Iran that is as significant politically
as it is religiously; it has also begun to challenge every
other Muslim society in the world. In each case, Islam
defines itself as both a spiritual and a political movement. To believe the two can be separated is in fact
profoundly unQu'ranic. The role of the Catholic church
and of Protestant fundamentalism in Central America
cannot be overlooked. Whatever the fate of these countries politically, religion is deeply involved in their
struggle to shape their own future.
Can anything like these demonstrations of religiouspolitical symbiosis be found in the United States? Apparently not. And yet, two domestic movements, not
unrelated to the global scene, have recently begun to
prove effective in challenging American secularism.
The accepted doctrine of the cultural establishment that
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religion is valuable as a private resource but not as an
accredited voice in political debate is eroding.
Consider, for example, typical assessments by American Catholics today: Abortion is not only a private
matter, for if the fetus is human , its destruction is at
least some form of homicide and so cannot be permitted
under law. Or, note the Bishops' Pastoral Letter, The
Challenge of Peace, which holds that while priests are not
political leaders, they are obligated to provide moral
guidance in matters of national concern, since here
political and ethical factors are inextricable. On both
of these issues the Catholic bishops are, for specifically
religious reasons, constrained to oppose present policies
of the American government. That they will ultimately
prevail seems unlikely. But that the church sees itself
as compelled to enter the arena of political debate in
order to oppose official government policy is unmis-.
takable. That the church is prepared to oppose the
government on moral grounds should not be n ews. It
simply has not been common in the United States.

Rejecting Indifference to Politics
A second and possibly more significant development
can also be observed. Christians are finding increasing
difficulty with the familiar notion , rooted both in the
Enlightenment and in some forms of Pietism, that religion's vocation involves indifference to the political
order. Surprisingly, a new consensus has emerged formally uniting the three major Christian parties: mainline Protestants, Roman Catholics, and the Evangelicals.
Whatever differences in theological and ethical judgment among the churches, a basic conviction now appears to win assent: a serious commitment to the Christian faith does not allow for political indifference. Or,
stated theologically, the kingdom of God is supremely
relevant to all areas of life, public as well as private,
social as well as spiritual. Evangelicals and Catholics
can unite in opposition to abortion. Main-line Protestants and Catholics can unite in criticism of U.S. nuclear
arms policy. A formal agreement has emerged: Christian witness must speak to the moral implications presented by the nation's public life.
A word of caution is in order. The growing interaction of religion and politics, at home and abroad,
does not really solve problems nor make life more just.
The Cresset

What is needed is an understanding of both religion and politics that will denigrate neither
religion (the solution of secularism) nor politics (privatism), but will aHirm both.

In the twentieth century totalitarian states and organized religion have found remarkable affinity. Fascist
Spain and Italy enjoyed the support of the papacy. An
ersatz German Christianity had to be created by the
Nazis to legitimate, if not sanctify, the Third Reich.
Today the apartheid policies of South Africa cannot be
sustained without the endorsement of conservative
Calvinism.
The American scene shows less drama, for while there
are regions where religion and politics appear to form
a seamless garment, particularly in the South and the
West, their relationship is less obvious at the national
level. Organized religion has been more willing to support racism than to exorcise it, for to criticize the nation's oldest traditions has seemed to many to be clearly
unpatriotic. On the other hand, as Robert Booth Fowler
has shown in his sympathetic study of the Evangelical
churches, A New Engagement: Evangelical Political
Thought, the ethical-political wisdom offered by the
religious right, with few exceptions, parallels the politics
of the political right, and does so with no apparent religious justification. Once again what we may be seeing
is the co-option of religion by potent political forces
rather than the demonstration of cultural discernment
springing from religious roots. It is also possible that
the apparent increasing politicization of American
religion is primarily an accommodation of religion ,
left and right, to the demands of its cultural allies.
Conservative writers have targeted the Church and
Society departments of the main-li~~ churches (and
above all, that bete noir, the National Council of
Churches) for offering counsel which often turns out
to be indistinguishable from that of the left wing of the
Democratic party. The record may be worse than they
know. Did not the co-option of the student Christian
movement in the Sixties by the political left deflect and
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then destroy what had been one of ecumenical Christianity's most valuable resources?
Why not then side with the privatists? Let religion
and politics go separate ways. Let the oft-quoted maxim,
"Thou shalt not mix politics with religion" (Proverbs
17:76?), rule. True, like that other popular gloss, "God
helps those who help themselves," the counsel is as remote from the spirit as from the letter of the sacred text,
however durable in the oral tradition. The actual result of isolating religion from politics is the creation of
a politics with no moral ground, an attempt at ordering
the common life that has no point of contact with the
human heart.

Roots of Politics in the Polis
A politics managed by professionals but remote from
the community, the cultural polis where people have
their roots, is no achievement, however common it may
be in the modern world. Since it alienates the political
order from the deepest loyalties of its citizens, it convinces them that politics deserves no hopeful attention,
no patient care, only cynicism. A religion with no politics, conversely, is suspect theologically. It implies that
God is indifferent to the moral life of the world and the
pathos of the human adventure. True, that particular
gnosticism is no stranger to Christianity. It evoked, in
fact, the New Testament's bitterest scorn. The Gospels
insist: the kingdom of God is supremely involved in
all of life.
But what then is the appropriate relation of religion
to politics? When they interact openly, when neither is
repressed, we are still left with the question, "How
should their relationship be ordered?" Politics can
dominate religion, and religion can dominate politics.
But neither alternative is as salutary as its partisans
would have us believe. For when politics becomes central , religion is made captive to political priorities and
is exposed as a trivialization of faith. When religion is
politically central , it solidifies the social fabric- no
mean achievement- but in so doing it invariably suffocates the quest for justice and thus betrays its own vocation.
What is needed then is an understanding. of both religion and politics that will denigrate neither religion
(the solution of secularism) nor politics (privatism), but
will affirm both. Church people face a related problem.
How show the political significance of religious faith
without falling into the easy alternatives of merely echoing the political left or right? All agree: churches that
have not lost their tongues (or souls) will witness as
vigorous advocates for moral repentance and social renewal. But how show that the kingdom of God is p!'lrvasively relevant to all of life without letting religion
15

Religion has the capacity to mount sustained opposition to basic elements in a nation's
heritage. It enables a people to transcend itself since every heritage is stained by moral failure.

become a mere cultura l echo?
Religion has the power to give enduring meaning to
a people's life- thus saving it from both banality and
cynicism . Not less important is its capacity to mount
sustained opposition to basic elements in a nation 's
heritage. Religion enables a people to transcend itself
since every heritage is stained by moral failure.
In America the political order has required the destruction of much of the indigenous population, the captivity and slavery of the blacks, and the subjugation of
women. Religion, typically loyal to the nation , has found
it possible to give divine approval to such moral obscenities. It also learned that religion's own moral callousness destroys its own credibility and that it too must
learn, therefore, to repent.
If religion and politics are inseparable, but the domination of either by the other is morally dangerous,
what kind of relationship should be sought? Although
the problem is not new, it has become particularly critical in the twentieth century. One of the most origina l
solutions, though not generally known in this country,
was proposed in the early years of the Nazi regime by
the soon-to-be-exiled Paul Tillich. Whether his highly
contextual analysis can sti ll be of use fifty years later
needs to be examined.

Tillich on Politics and Religion
Till ich's early work argued that even in a formally
secular age, religion continues to affect the dominant
elements in culture: politics, economics, science, and
the arts. In The Socialist Decision he attempted to focus
on th e significant connections between politics and r eligion in the western tradition. Political thought, he
believed, has two foci. On one hand we exist by affirming our identity. We inescapably seek to understand
and articul ate who we are. Our being is sustained by
our historica l and primordial roots. Our communities
present us with the symbols that make our self-affirmation possible. On the other hand , we are also aware of
wh at we are not yet, i.e. , our possibilities. Specifically
we sense, however dimly , the imperative to become
someth ing different from what we are now. And again
we look to the communities of which we are a part to
further that quest. H uman life is inconceivable apart
from th is twin awareness of what is and what should be.
In actual practice, these two featu res do not harmonize
easily. Indeed, our recent history can be read as the
narrative of the struggle between the two.
T h e beginnings of modern cu lture in the Enlightenment were in large part a reaction against a sacred,
authoritarian past. It was a campaign to create a new
culture, one that would effectively replace old superstitions in science, religion, and politics. The ancten
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regime would be succeeded by an age in which rationality, intelligence, and equality would reign. Emperors
and kings, bishops and priests would no longer rule
society. The equality and dignity of the individual person, the universality of reason and justice, the power of
human rationality would now be seen as self-evident
truths established by nature or nature's God. The liberalism of Enlightenment rationality invented a new
economics, laissez-Jaire capitalism, a system of trade unencumbered by governmental regulation or theological
scruple. The rationalist spirit in the new culture sought
to subject all experience to the judgment of reason.
God , not being available for rational control, became
less immediate. In some forms of deism he appeared to
be in danger of disappearing from the conduct of ordinary life altogether . Human beings, it was believed,
have the opportunity and obligation to become autonomous, for any being greater than oneself could only
threaten one's liberty. As reality is deemed rational, so
too, essentially, are human beings. Human beings, seen
as rational units, are basically equal: no one is unique;
no one is irreplaceable. Reason too is now transformed.
It is no longer a participation in the cosmic logos
through contemplation . It is now a functional mechanism defined by its success in invention and problem
solving. The perception and achievement of rational
goals become the purpose of human society. Of course,
the Enlightenment vision was based on a faith that was
not itself open to examination- the belief that its methods of thinking were objective, comprehensive, and free .
In spite of its brilliant successes, the reaction against
the Enlightenment vision was inevitable. The optimism
presumed by laissez-Jaire capitalism has proven illusory
and has had to be generally abandoned. The reduction of
human reason to technical rationality, the transformation of human beings into objects, the loss of ontological depth in personal and corporate life have proven
morally intolerable. The cultural reaction against Enlightenment values sprang from what Ti ll ich had
learned to call "the myth of origin." Feeling replaces
rationality. One's sense of rootedness , one's ties to family and nation and ethnic group are seen to be more
urgent than appeals to universality. The individualism
that often resulted in empty autonomy , normless boredom, is replaced by a rediscovery of the emotional
securities presented by one's basal group. Politically, a
romanticism emerges that finds expression in movements ranging from agrarian conservatism to nationalistic fascism . Both call us back to a love of the land, to
a loyalty to one's own people. The universal d isappears.
It is not necessary to fall into an uncritical loyalty to
the ideology of either tradition . Nor should the legitimacy and lasting power of either be denied. The Enlightenment elevates the importance of a vision of what
The Cresset

Political power is religiously grounded. The use of power in family life, voluntary associations,
and government is morally valid. It is powerlessness, not power, that is dehumanizing.

should be to the exclusion of what is. Romanticism seeks
to affirm the importance of primordial roots lest the
achievement of the past be lost. Much, if not most, of the
political thinking represented in the churches, as in the
culture at large, is a selective championing of selected
elements of one or the other of these two conflicting
traditions.

Pretending to be Apolitical
Modern religion, thus, is not at all apolitical-although it often pretends to be so. Rather, it affirms, by
symbol and mythology as much as by express statement,
that prime importance be given to the rooted past or the
ideal future. Political discourse in specific religious
groups is typically predictable because they have found
it necessary to enter into close alliances with the right,
or the left, leaving little space for creative alternatives.
The more interesting option is largely unexplored:
How shape a theology of politics which would affirm
.the values, the truth, present on both the left and the
right, and so move the search for a religious politics
onto a more original, a more authentic basis?
This Tillich attempted to begin to do. He asked what
would such a politics look like ? Could the legitimacy of
both the Enlightenment and romanticism be recognized-and transcended? Are we forever to be caught in
a stalemate between liberal and conservative, or can
we find a perspective, specifically from religion itself,
to move us ahead? Tillich's term for a new alternative,
a sublation of liberal and conservative, was "expectation" or "hope."
A religious politics of expectation is more than an
uncritical affirmation of the secular options before us.
Nor is it only critical, i.e., incapable of engendering its
own affirmations. The eschatological perspective of
hope, derived from Israel's prophetic tradition, determines its distinctively religious character. Thinking
and acting in terms of expectation struggle with a variety of specificities.
Religious politics does not mean a society without
loyalties to the past, without traditions rooting people
in their heritage of nationality, language group, family,
and religious community. None of these groups is a
rational invention. The meanings of life, including its
political loyalties, are derived from them. All are historical, i.e., different now from what they were previously. The past thus is not dead; it lives on in the living
and its recovery is essential for a genuinely human life.
The past cannot be preserved as it was, nor can we return to it by legislation or resolve. Nostalgia is the sly
enemy of the actual past, a sentimental perversion of
what was.
The past shows us that the distance between it and the
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present is prologue to the difference between the present and the future. The religious life of Israel could not
have existed had it not been for the faithful preservation
and creative reinterpretation of the past presented by
priests and prophets and rabbis. The faith of the New
Testament, everywhere celebrating the newness of
God's grace in Jesus Christ, shows how that amazing
grace, rooted in a past, moves to a yet unrealized future.
The rationalism of the liberal tradition is not so much
false as unbalanced. Its tendency to objectify human
beings needs to be overcome by an anthropology that
does justice to the total person-and not merely to the
rational consciousness. Acknowledgement of the sacredness of the person does not derive from Enlightenment
or liberal thought, but without it technology quickly
destroys both human dignity and the natural environment. Apart from religious faith there is no logical
justification for affirming the sanctity of human life.
And without that justification, My Lai, Auschwitz, Gulag become permissible, normal, and will continue .
Political power is religiously grounded. The use of
power in family life, voluntary associations, and government is morally valid. It is powerlessness, not power,
that is dehumanizing. Political power, however, is not
arbitrary compulsion. It is rooted in the consent of per-
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Religious politics demonstrates that there can be communities in which persons biologically
different from each other mutually affirm each other, and thus show that hope is not illusion.

sons- as is still demonstrated in every African tribeand without it, political power can be sustained only by
force. The purpose of political power is the affirmation
of each person's rights in the context of the community.
Where there is no power, justice remains a hopeless
ideal. Where there is no justice, political power is tyranny, and sows the seeds for its own dissolution.
Political religion needs to make explicit its legacy
from both sacred history and secular experience. Religious symbols can be exploited and abused by politics.
But to avoid using them is far worse, for that can only
assert their irrelevance. Criticism of the political uses
of religion should be given full expression, for to repress that experience would be to learn nothing from
it and thus finally repeat it. The churches need to sustain a prophetic witness in their ministries to the world.
When the voice of Amos is no longer heard, the voice
of Jesus is falsified. Churches that are unwilling to offer
a prophetic vision in judgment against political injustice have implicitly denied their own reason for being.

The Primal Experience of Community
Political religion needs to reassert the primal experience of commun ity. Religious individualism becomes
self-destructive when it is not rooted in community life.
Political romanticism typically surrenders the individual to the demands of the group. An authentic political
religion counters with the demonstration of community
life that unites persons, in love, with each other. Inclusive communities are needed to demonstrate the unity
of humankind and the reality of God's universal kingdom to a world that believes in neither. The subjugation
of "minorities" and women characteristic of human societies generally ·is a fundamental contradiction of the
religious belief in God's kingdom. Religious politics
is interested in more than the destruction of sexist and
racist language. It demonstrates that there can be communities in which persons biologically different from
each other mutually affirm each other, and thus show
that hope is not illusion.
Religious politics gives major attention to the economic order, both domestically and internationally. At
no point does the religious captivity to politics become
more obvious than here. The ease with which religious
communities become simpli stic champions of economic
ideologies-of the left or right-is well known. Nonetheless a critical assessment of economic praxis is a basic
moral obligation . The modern experience has demonstrated consistently that economics is an expression of a
concrete social situation and is therefore a cultural creation open to critical analysis.
What criteria shall be used then to assess economic
practice from a religious perspective? Historical expe-
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rience exposes the difficulty societies have had in creating an economic order that serves its constituencies in a
broad and inclusive fashion instead of victimizing the
disadvantaged for the sake of the powerful. The challenge to all economies is clear: does this system exploit
people, especially the vulnerable, or serve them? Any
exclusion of economics from moral judgment is a betrayal of religion's claim: The kingdom of God addresses our whole life.
The precise shape of an authentic religious politics
is a task for future determination rather than a past
achievement. But the new political seriousness among
the religious communities suggests that we may now be
ready to address-rather than evade-that possibility.

••
••
Trying To Mourn
The house lies
just above
the water
of the last three floods.
Exactly
placed, I am
waiting for
the river again.
"Depth" and "crest"
and "floodwall"
float upon
each conversation.
Practical,
the rain is
as it walks
among awkward groups,
the good host
I am not.
This close death
demands a dry voice,
but downstairs
the pump kicks
over, and
everybody nods.
It is like
hearing cries
the morning
the baby sleeps too soundly.
Suddenly, in the tight world
of the silent, low-slung town,
the water accounted for.

Gary Fincke
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Tonality in New Music

Looking for the Road Not Taken

Keith Paulson-Thorp
A composer of the Sixties would undoubtedly have
sn ickered in disbelief if it would have been suggested
to him that tonality would be reintroduced into the
repertoire of compositional techniques. That composer,
it is true, had at his disposal a multiplicity of technical
weapons, yet these shared in common their aversion to
traditional timbres and tonalities. New techniques might
gauge their popularity among composers by the degree
to which they avoided traditional methods rather than
by their attraction as compositional tools. The "avantgarde" of that era was certainly perceived by the public
as being against their cherished traditions, and was
strongly rejected on this count alone. In reality, the
threads that bind this music to its historic past are not
at all imaginary, yet in eschewing harmonic consonance
and tonality they begin to appear transparent.
Many reasons may be cited for the return of composers to the security of the time-honored system of
Western tonality. Some are deeply rooted in our developing understanding of what art is and how it operates. Others are of more sociological importance.
The most marked surge toward tonal techniques in
compositions is to be found during the post-Vietnam
era, a time when nostalgia reigned. The rich diversities
of contemporary culture seemed to pale, being, as they
were, reminders of a system that was not working. The
"good old days," a past which represented predictability and stability, proved irresistable to composers no
less than to the public at large. One has only to begin a
list of the more popular compositional practices and
styles of the last quarter-century to realize just how difficult wou ld have been the composer's task. Neo-classicism, experimentalism, serialism, timbralism, minimalism, anti-music, electronic sound generation: every
stylistic approach had its ardent advocates and determined detractors. If nothing else, tonality was neutral
ground , because it represented nothing new, nothing
which had to be defended.
The value. of iconoclasm as a potent artistic force

Keith Paulson-Thorp writes regularly on Music for The
Cresset. A former professor at Valparaiso University, he now
teaches in the School of Music at the University of Southwestern Louisiana.
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began to moderate in the middle Seventies. The scandal
that accompanied the premieres in 1913 of Stravinsky's
Sacre du Printemps, Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire, and
Berg's Altenberg Lieder and which catapulted these composers into the public view could no longer be counted
upon to garner interest. After John Cage and his disciples had demolished valuable instruments in the name
of art, the value of shock had run its course and audiences were repulsed by the attitude of composers that
music did not have to provide a potentially positive
experience and that it did not have to be structured or
structurable. The more rational composers were caught
in the middle . Music which failed to avoid the past (i.e.
tonality) would be rejected by fellow composers, yet
music which carried this to an extreme would find little
public sympathy. With the polarities clearly defined , a
Hegelian triangle became possible.
By reintroducing tonal elements within a contemporary musical logic, composers have attempted to reconcile themselves with audiences. Public apathy, antipathy, or ignorance of contemporary art has been, and
remains, a composer's greatest dilemma. While it may
be true that much music of the recent past is inaccessible
to listeners at large, this cannot entirely be blamed on
the composers and their approaches.
The integrity of music as an art depends on its ability
to rejuvenate itself continually by the re-examination
of the past, by challenging our stagnant views of what
art is. Our educational systems are doing a rather
shabby job of educating both the general student and
even music majors to appreciate the manner by which
this process operates. Only a small number of professionals within the music community are interested in
the compositional activity of our own time. Music is
viewed as a closed system to which nothing else of value
can be added.
Composers have reintroduced tonality as a means of
capturing the attention of listeners whose ears have
grown flabby from their constant diet of music between
Vivaldi and Strauss. Such efforts are not always successful, however, because these listeners frequently view
such music as a disavowal of contemporary musics , not
as an amalgamation of disparate approaches, and they
find a reinforcement of their view that contemporary
music of a non-tonal nature is not worth the effort required to understand it.
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The use of historic styles does not necessarily require the direct quotation of historic
works. Many composers prefer to construct their own excerpts in imitation of historic styles.

* * *
Tonality is by no means a closed system, yet it can be
defined. The music of Josquin and Palestrina is tonal
just as certain ly as is the music of Beethoven, although
the specifics of the system at work in the Renaissance
works are, of course, quite different. Tonality is a hierarchica l system in which all of the elements of the system are generated from or proceed logically toward a
single pitch, known as tonic. This does not necessarily
imply use of the major/minor scale system, but it does
imply a functioned use of harmonic consonance and
dissonance to promote the possibility of a perceived
linear movement between goals. In some compositions,
tonality may be used at a very local level , in others it
may generate every detail of the work . At times, this
sense of pitch gravitation may be purely a statistical consideration based on the frequency of occurence of available elements.
One of the more popular methods of employing tonality in music during the late Sixties and early Seventies
was to extract portions of pre-existing tonal compositions and to incorporate these excisions into the textures of a new work. The music in which these quotations are then engulfed is usually full of special effects
and timbral oddities. The quotations often appear as
simply another gimmick or effect. Interest in the potential of recontexted materials was heavily fired by the
plethora of concerts which accompanied the Charles
Ives centennial in 1974. Ives was famous for his use of
popular folk tunes and hymns in the context of a largely
dissonant work .
From Ives, composers learned that the success of the
quotation depended on its familiarity. A well-known
excerpt might easily function as a point of tension in
opposition to the composer's individual style of writing,
whereas an unknown excerpt would be subsumed by
its surroundings. Likewise, a familiar quotation would
be laden with specific and roughly predictable connotations. If a composer is seeking to evoke a specific reaction, it is far easier to use a known quantity than to attempt to produce the reaction with new materials.
A striking example of this occurs in George Crumb's
Makrokosmos, volume l, for amplified piano. (For a list
of available recordings of works cited in this article, the
reader is referred to the Schwann Reco1·d and Tape Guide,
a monthly publication available at most record stores.)
In the midst of Crumb's delicate textures and imaginative special effects there appears a fragment of Chopin 's
Fantasie-Impromptu. The transitions between ideas are
handled skillfully and the quotations serve as strong
points of formal closure, providing a background
against which the original materials may be processed.
What Crumb does overtly, other composers prefer to
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do more subtly. In such cases the excerpt may not be
readily recognizable, yet it will be stylistically in contention with the composer's own material. Jacob Druckman has employed this technique often. From the larger context of a dense collage of sound will emerge a
rather archaic-sounding fragment. In Druckman's Lamia
for mezzo-soprano and orchestra, bits of Cavalli's opera
Il Giasone (hardly a staple of the repertoire) is heard in
the final movement. Stylistic tension is created but without the obvious associations one might have with the
Chopin. The composer attempts in this instance to provide a ready-made connotation through the use of a
program note explaining the significance of the quotations.
The use of historic styles does not necessarily require
the quotation of historic works. Many composers prefer
to construct their own excerpts in imitation of historic
styles. Such a task is seldom as demanding as it may
appear, for most composers have imitated many styles
as part of a standard compositional training, as a means
of gaining insight into the structure of music of the past.
Again, the incorporation of stylistic anachronisms
creates an exploitable stylistic tension and helps to delineate the formal areas of the composition.

Seeking Links with Audiences
Perhaps the most celebrated composer to have employed this technique is George Rochberg. Rochberg
had established his reputation as a fine dodecaphonist
in the Fifties, but in the mid-Sixties he began to seek a
tangible link with the historic continuum and with his
audiences. Influenced by his colleague, George Crumb,
Rochberg began to explore special timbral effects, but
settled finally into a style where these and ether contemporary devices could be joined with imitations of
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Brahms, etc.
The result is sometimes little more than pastiche, such
as in the Caprice Variations for unaccompanied violin,
which sounds as though the composer has extracted one
movement from each of the scores of variations written
on Paganini's twenty-fourth caprice and marketed them
under his own name. At other times , as in the Third
String Quartet, Rochberg has achieved a stunning marriage between old and new. Tonal elements are here
pitted against timbral effects and non-hierarchical pitch
structures, and at other times transitions are constructed
which allow the music to slide seamlessly from one style
to another.
Unfortunately, public acceptance of Rochberg's
copies has been so overwhelming that in subsequent
works the composer has employed less and less of the
sounds of our own time and one feels when listening to
recent Rochberg as though he is listening to plagiarized
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In Lukas Foss'Baroque Variations, three well-known Baroque movements, a Handel larghetto,
a Scarlatti sonata, and a Bach prelude, are reviewed, reworked, or completely shattered.
repertoire. After all, if one really wants to listen to a
Brahms quartet, the originals are quite acceptable.
To expand the methods of employing tonality, Rochberg has in some later quartets, as well as in the popular
harpsichord piece Nach Bach, employed what is commonly called "gloss" technique. Here a pre-existing
music is employed not as a quotation, but as the subject
of compositional manipulation. In one movement, the
ever-popular Pachelbel Canon has added to it a host of
variations which Pachelbel never imagined. In the harpsichord piece, Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue is reworked in an assemblage of original and imitation.
The composer most associated with the gloss technique is Lukas Foss. The most popular of Foss' gloss
works is the Baroque Variations. In this work dating from
the late Sixties, three well-known Baroque movements,
a Handel larghetto, a Scarlatti sonata, and a Bach prelude, are reviewed, reworked, or completely shattered.
In the first movement, the composer retains the original
intact, but superimposes upon it dynamic perforations
in which massive information loss occurs through the
submergence of the music into inaudibility at various
intervals of time. The tonality of the original is still felt
but has been heavily assaulted by the removal of periodic cadences and their replacement with silence. It
becomes a series of tonal episodes devoid of definable
tonal goals. While the use of tonality in these works is
blatant, Foss is radically contemporary in his refusal to
pigeonhole tonality as a closed experiential system.
The remaining movements of the Baroque Variations
continue the concept of information deletion and develop the gloss technique further by heterophonically
superimposing upon the original recomposed portions
that conflict with the original in details of timbre, tempo, pitch confirmation, etc. Again , it must be pointed
out that the success of these techniques is dependent
upon the recognizable nature of the original material.
If the glossed work is not one that listeners know, they
may have serious difficulties separating the original
from the emendations. The tension between styles is
here intensified, for the listener is left to consider the
possibility that his cherished original might not be
recognizable when the piece is over. In the fourth of
Foss' Four Etudes for organ, this is precisely what is intended. The performer is instructed to perform a wellknown patriotic or religious song as assistants attempt
to obliterate the performan ce using clusters, stop
changes, and mechanical manipulations of the instrument. At one performance, the audience was infuriated
not by what was being done to Onward, Christian Soldiers,
but because the original had disappeared from earshot
by the end of the work.
A third group of composers have sought to reintroduce tonality into their music not by quoting the extant
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repertoire, nor by imitating it stylistically, but by incorporating tonal eleme.lts as they define them within a
larger spectrum of compositional practice. In this case,
tonality is not meant to build a bridge with the past or
to entice unwilling audiences, but is simply another tool
of the trade and one which should not reasonably be
ignored. While the avoidance of tonality and harmonic
consonance has yielded a wealth of materials with which
to experiment, it is still essentially a negative approach.
By incorporating these alternatives as well as the enormous body of tonal techniques, composers may well be
able to develop a unique style that can be judged on its
merits rather than on the basis of how successfully it
avoids techniques of the past.

From Serialism to the Infinity Series
One composer who has sought to develop his own
compositional system based on qualities found in tonica!
systems is the Dane Per N0rgll.rd. After a brief stint as
a serialist in the late Fifties, N0rgll.rd became disenchanted with the lack of hierarchical structure in the
dodecaphonic system and wished to recreate the stability of tonal hierarchies in a thoroughly original manner. The result of his labors was the infinity series.
This series encompasses paradigms for ordering
melos, rhythm, and harmony. The first is a pitch sequence which, like tonality, is generated from a single
tone, but which can be superimposed on virtually any
scale structure. It further has the properties of containing at mathematically predictable distances its own inversion and transpositions. The series is literally infinite because it continually regenerates itself and any
member of the series can be predicted based on a simple
mathematical formula. The rhythmic infinity series is
likewise stratified, containing in each level the essentials of the lower level, and is an aperiodic sequencing
of durations based on the ratios obtainable in the Fibonacci series. The harmonic form of the series is based on
the overtone series, which again regenerates itself from
each subsequent tone in the set. N0rgll.rd has managed
to adapt his system to many textural and timbral contexts. Such mathematically-based systems are certainly
nothing new in music, but seldom have mathematical
procedures yielded such an intriguing and complex
algorithm. Most notable is the manner in which N0rgErd's infinity series works blend stylishly modern textures and colors with traditional consonances and behavioral schemes.
The Hungarian composer Gyorgy Ligeti has used
elements of tonal organization to order his freely chromatic music and to define conflicting areas of consonance
and dissonance within a rather dense texture. In Ligeti's
Hunganan Rock, written in 1979, a chromatic basso os21

A student recently asked me in all seriousness why it was that when I composed I did not
write in the style of Beethoven, which was "pleasing to hear," rather than in my own style.

tinato is coupled with densely chromatic and aperiodic
lines but eventually gives way to increasing harmonic
simplicity to finally end on a simple triad. The simplicity of the tonal structures at the end of the composition gives a sense of direction and purpose to the less
stable materials heard at the beginning. The dense
chromatic textures thus do not have the appearance of
being random or musically insignificant. Serial techniques and timbral effects become functional elements
within the repertoire rather than exclusive means of
organization and can function against tonality in much
the same way that consonance functions against dissonance in tonal music.

Tonality in Microtonal Tunings
Ligeti's catholic musical tastes have provided a broad
inventory of styles into which tonality may be introduced. His Three Pieces jo1· Two Pianos combines tonal
elements within a dissonant minimalist context, while
his Passacaglia Ungherese employs tonality in the context
of microtonal tunings. Microtones have found many
strong advocates in recent decades, and are by their very
nature well-suited to an exploration of consonance and
dissonance in tonal terms.
There are two schools of thought as to how microtones
should be developed. The first , following the lead of
Alois Haba and his followers, advocates the division of
the octave into even microtonal increments such as
quarter-tones or sixth-tones. In this case, emphasis is
placed on the coloristic possibilities and increased dissonances available using microtones. The opposing
group uses microtonal inflections based on the overtone
series to generate pure consonances, and as a result a
wider variety of dissonances. The equal-tempered scale
where the consonance-dissonance continuum has been
neutralized is viewed as a weakening of the tonal system. The historic tuning systems (mean-tone, just, etc.)
reveal a wide spectrum of intervals in which a particular
interval is not always the same size when it is transposed .
The whole step between C and D may actually be somewhat larger than the whole step between D and E in
order to accmnmodate an in-tune third between C and E.
The composer Ben Johnston is widely recognized for
his efforts in reviving historic attitudes toward consonance and dissonance through the implementation
of such microtonal usages. As one would expect, the
consonance does not necessarily govern every aspect of
the composition and the composer is free to incorporate
a host of contemporary compositional procedures.
Still another group of composers has sought to combine the pure consonances of historic temperaments
with the procedural advan tages of even-octave divisions. The American composer Harry Partch exper22

imented with octaves divided into forty-nine equal
intervals during the Fifties, but found it necessary to
construct his own instruments in order to achi eve this.
A major contingent of contemporary Dutch composers,
headed by Henk Badings and Hans Kox , favors division of the octave into thirty-one tones. (The result is
known as tricesomoprimal music.) These composers
have developed several instruments closely related to
standard keyboard in struments, such as the electron ic
organ known as the Archifoon , which can accommodate, however awkwardly , such large numbers of pitches.
Both the Dutch system and Partch's system are capable
of handling with relative precision the full gamut from
pure consonance to strident dissonances.
The music of the minimalist composers is perhaps the
most obvious in its incorporation of tonal functions.
The minimalists have fused these into a stagnant framework, however, where functions are non-progressive
but simply litanized ad infinitum. The .t ension/resolution polarity of traditional tonality is missing. Tonal
sounds, particularly triads, are used to reduce the volume of information a listener must process in order to
understand the composition. For the trepid, this creates
a more comfortable ambiance and focuses attention
more on the details of the composition rather than on
the overall construction.
It is not difficult to criticize the aesthetic shortcomings
of the minimalist style (I have done so myself in these
pages), yet it must be admitted that the minimalists
might be the most realistic of all the composers seeking
to reinvest in tonality. They are certainly more honest,
despite their pretense and fanfare , about the desires of
the consumer public. We do, after all, live in a capitalist
system and music is really little more than another
commodity to be marketed. (Hasn't rock music proved
that?)
Listeners, and one cannot exclude the vast majority
of musicians, both amateur and professional, tend to
favor the trend toward tonality in new music not because of the increased musical depth which can be
achieved by the fusion of the old with the new, but because it removes what is perceived as an obstacle, namely contemporary compositional techniques , in a repertoire with which they have never bothered to become
familiar. Tonality, or simply consonance, allows them
to create a polarity not between recognizable structures,
but between what is familiar , i.e. tonality, and what is
dispensible, everything which smacks of complexity.
What a tragic state of affairs. Why do so many of us
have such a limited aesthetic awareness? A student recently asked me in all seriousness why it was that when
I composed I did not write in the style of Beethoven,
which was "pleasing to hear," rather than in my own
style, which I wou ld have to assume he might not find
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Just as most of us feel uncomfortable when surrounded by people speaking a foreign language,
so we tend to feel that in non-tonica/ music we cannot participate fully in the proceedings.

pleasing (although he has never heard any of my works!).
Such a sentiment undoubtedly represents the thinking
of the majority; it reflects the fact that our understanding of what music actually is and how it is processed
mentally is still very much at an embryonic stage. It is
easier to speak rhetorically about music, using lofty
(though meaningless) platitudes, than to examine concretely what we are doing when we listen to music and
thereby to evolve definitions that will allow us greater
latitude in our thinking.
We tend to construct definitions that will shelter our
own biases or our own incompetencies. A colleague
once expounded that "art is the expression of human
emotions and experiences." If, in other words , it strikes
my fancy , then it is art, .but if it does not, or if I do not
react in an emotionally positive or pleasurable way,
then it is not art. Many would go so far as to claim that if
they are able to experience a specific emotion in relation to a given sound but I am not , then it must be the
" fault" of either imprecision on the part of the composer
or performer of the piece or a lack of "musicality" on
my part, the enormous catalogue of ancillary circumstances notwithstanding. We seem to expect music to
affect us rather than to approach music as an activity
for which we are ultimately responsible .

The Limited Demands of Tonality
By reintroducing tonality and consonance we are
playing on the repertoire of responses which tonal
music has previously afforded the listener. Tonality is
preferred simply because it makes few demands. Just
as most of us feel uncomfortable when surrounded by
people speaking a foreign language, so we feel that in
non-tonica! music we cannot participate fully in the
proceedings. The feeling of exclusion will usually breed
an open , or at best thinly disgui sed , hostility. We expect
those who do not conform to our patterns of behavior
to adapt to us rather than expanding our behaviors to
accommodate them.
Marvin Minsky , one of the prime movers at the MIT
artificial intelligence research center and a fine amateur
musician, has given much thought to this phenomenon
and developed some very provocative theories concerning it. Listening to music, according to Minsky , is
much like observing or participating in a game. As in a
game, a large battery of stored data , the rules , allows us
to make sense of what is happening. As in a game , it is
possible to be caught up in the sheer energy of what is
happening without actually understanding the significance of events.
While most of us would not dream of shelling out
money on a sporting event whose rules we didn't understand, we think nothing of attending a musical event
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and making up our own set of rules or ignoring rules
altogether and enjoying the fact that the plays are just
as they have always been, rather like watching the same
tape of a game over and over. A moderate element of
suspense will hold our interest should it start to flag,
but a general feeling of control, of knowing that we will
be able to recognize and cope with anything that happens, will allow us to feel as though we can successfully
process the music. In tonal music, for example, equilibrium is upset when the music modulates, yet a sense of
stability and control is restored when the new key is
established or when the music returns to the original
tonic. We thus strike a balance between the tensions of
the unknown and the comfort of the easily understood.
In the past, successive generations of listeners became
comfortable with elements that created unthinkable
tensions for their forebears. The dissonances and
chromaticisms of post-romantic music may have seemed
scandalous to Victorian ears, but their obvious anchor
in tonality makes them acceptable to all but the most
jaded of modern listeners. To strain at the bounds of
tonality was permissible. To redefine tonality's place in
the artistic spectrum, to replace it with new systems, regardless of the elegance and logic of those systems, was
not. (After all, does it not prove the natural superiority
of Western tonality that we have managed to impose
our musical culture on most of the population of the
world to the great detriment of their ethnic musics?)
We should not forget that the rules of a new system,
just as the rules of a foreign language, can be learned
through education and experience. To interrupt the
historic flow of artistic consciousness, to fail to participate in contemporary music and its development, to
retreat blindly into the past, that is the greatest denigration of the past and of our traditions.
The new tonality is, at best, a mixed blessing. While
it frees composers from the restraints of a style which
could only admit the bizarre and iconoclastic and reinforces the continuity of Western art, it may at the same
time be the doom of many superb creations of our century that fail to fall into the traditional tonal system.
While it may provide a common focal point for the
legions of inveterate compositional dictums of the past,
and while it may facilitate a cohesion of compositional
style that has been lacking since the turn of the century,
it may also make audiences lazier. Although contemporary challenges have always caused us to re-evaluate
our traditions and to discover in them riches which our
predecessors never found, we may find it more profitable and less stressful to retreat into those traditions
without fully understanding them. Only by approaching all contemporary music with a liberal curiosity are
we able to fully appreciate both the old and the new.

••
••
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Cam Diary

For All Thy Saints
Who From?
Richard Lee
"Most Cornish churches are dedicated to saints long lost in history
whose delightful names one has
never heard." So says the guide book
which is conducting me companionably around England from cathedral
city to country churchyard, and
what it says of the saints in Cornwall
is more or less true throughout this
green and pleasant land. Here one
is never far from the place of a saint
you can't quite place. Perhaps Anglophiles have heard of Etheldreda,
Elphege, Alban , Swithin, and Botolph. But who has heard of Tudy,
Cuby, Issey, Odo, Bean, Kew, and
Cleer?
I could muster more "delightful
names" of the "wholly disremembered," but about all this fledgling
pilgrim really knows about medieval
English hagiography is most of the
saints were flesh and blood men and
women, not legends, and few were
as crazy as I supposed. Nor am I one
to collect relics in my camera and
then subject American readers to
descriptions of my indulgences in
ecclesiastical landscapes hallowed
by obscure sain,ts. America was never
part of Christendom-that medieval
blending of faith and culture which

Richard Lee, former editor of The
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was ending at the time of her discovery-and understandably most
of us Americans really know only
secular landscapes consecrated by
pioneers and patriots, engineers,
entertainers, and entrepreneurs,
but precious few saints.
So, more to my purpose here is a
consideration of the place of the
saint in the present and not the
places of the saints in the past. The
saint has obviously come upon hard
times since the Reformation when
every believer became a saint. While
no one need object to the biblical
view of each believer, one might
observe that when nearly everybody
is a saint nobody is a saint. The
soup is diluted for too many spoons
and nobody is really nourished.
The Reformation devaluation of
the medieval saints sprang from
that consuming passion for doctrinal
purity which tends to bring history
to a halt. If the saints were popularly
thought to be avenues of the grace
of God, Christ was surely diminished, and if Christ were to be truly
honored, His saints must be devalued in the measure that He was
to be exalted. Such Cromwellian
logic had the driving force of simplicity, severity, and single-mindedness. It also almost completely misrepresented the historical character
of the grace of God in His Christ

ways faith may be lived, sometimes
in ways the church had not yet supposed or had long suppressed. By
their radical obedience they incarnate truths of the faith which can
only be communicated by incarnation. When one considers how much
of the faith cannot be spoken, and
how many of its truths really cannot
be told, the gift of the saints historically bodying forth greater faith
can never be too gladly received.
Each saint is God's gift "for the
time being," and it is theologically
appropriate that most of them are,
as my guide book preaches, subsequently "lost in history ." I would be
badly misunderstood on this embarrassing topic were I taken to
mean that the church, especially in
its truncated Protestant dimensions,
should start flogging (British sense)
the saints of the past or, worse, start
whipping up (American sense) saints
in the present. It is not the calling
of the church to make museums or
mount campaigns for divine gifts.
For the purpose of saints is not to
draw admiration to the virtues we
presently approve, much less return
us to a quaint past, but to turn us
toward God in history. That divine
action, of course, is always a mystery,
and it is never easy to discern those
persons in places in the present
where God enlarges the occasions

and the faith He gives to the church

for faith and takes at least one per-

in time upon time after time.
In any event, the church today is
a long way from the abuses, many
real but many imagined, which the
more rambunctious Reformation
sought to remedy. I suspect Protestants could now use a revaluation
of the saints past if only to alert
them to the saints present. The
deepest distress of the church today
is not, as is relentlessly supposed,
apostasy from doctrinal purity but
apostasy from lives in faith . There is
more than enough pure doctrine
around that were it lived a modest
demand might rise to meet its copious supply.
That is where the saints come
marching in , though usually only
one by one. Yet all serve concretely
in their own times to show the many

son beyond faith as it is toward faith
as it might be. Yet at such crucial
points in history believers may receive what they now know from the
saints where the saints have received
what we might not have known by
ourselves.
All over "this earth, this realm,
this England," for example, are the
ancient places of saints who in their
different ways trusted God in His
different ways to exalt His Christ
from faith to faith in an unlikely
land. The faith they lived opened
up the faith for those who followed
upon "this blessed plot" of Amphibalus, Dogmaels, Werberga, Sitha,
Bee, Bosa, Richard, and many other
"delightful names." It is still an
opening faith upon an open history
everywhere.
tl
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After The Day After
Sorting Out Responses
To Nuclear Apocalypse
James Combs
Life in the modern world has for
a long time involved us in a whole
series of Faustian gambles. In the
tradition of the inquisitive Dr. Faustus, scientists in the last two centuries have revolutionized our lives
through their discoveries and the
application of those discoveries .
They have made our lives more
comfortable and interesting, but
they h ave also made them more
dangerous.
Every innovation-electricity, the
internal combustion engine, ballistics and rocketry, gunpowder and
chemical explosives, and so onseemed to bring with it a destructive
potential. The Faustian gamble was
always such that we hoped these
mighty innovations would be used
for good, but time and time again
we saw them applied to the ultimate
evil, war. Scientists came to be
viewed by many as latter-day Dr.
Frankensteins fooling around with
Mother Nature for destructive purposes at the behest of their military
and political employers, devising
ever more effective and exquisite
methods of killing us off.
And now the world is hellbent on
the ultimate Faustian gamble: the
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The world seems hellbent on the ultimate Faustian
gamble: playing with chances of thermonuclear war.
use of atomic power for global thermonuclear war. Ever since that fateful day that J. Robert Oppenheimer
and his fellow scientists stood in the
desert dawn and watched the nowfamiliar mushroom-shaped cloud
materialize, the major powers in the
world have devoted more and more
energy, money, and talent to create
the means of total destruction, and
they have succeeded beyond the
wildest dreams of good old Doctor
Faustus. A recent report sponsored
by the Rockefeller Foundation and
other private organizations found
that every minute the world spends
1.3 million dollars for military purposes (while at the same time thirty
children die for want of food and
vaccines); that the world's stockpile
of nuclear weapons represents an
explosive force over 5,000 times
greater than all the munitions used
in World War II; that the vast military budgets of the United States
and the Soviet Union increase yearly, while urgent domestic needs go
underfunded and the Third World
deteriorates into bankruptcy and
starvation; that both sides plan ever
more sophisticated and expensive
new weapons systems, such as the
"Star Wars" weapons for outer space.
The state of the art of nuclear
warmaking is such that we and the
Russians can now kill everybody in
the world several times over ("overkill"). We can also jointly create
"nuclear winter, " an environmental
disaster that would threaten to destroy most life on the entire planet.
The achievement is so stupendous
that we should be very proud. World
War III may yet be mankind's most
grandiose achievement. When Oppenheimer thought to himself the
lines from the Bhagavad-Gita, "I
am become Death-the destroyer
of worlds" that brilliant morning at
Alamagordo, he did indeed glimpse
the potential greatness of the future.
The possibility of nuclear annihilation has been on the popular mind
ever since 1945. And popular cui-

ture, of course, has frequently treated the subject. Remember the sci-fi
flicks of the Fifties, in which nuclear
tests created giant mutations-ants,
lizards, even rabbits? Remember
how nuclear war destroyed not only
all mankind, but more importantly,
the burgeoning love affair between
Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner in
On the Beach? And who can ever forget President Muffley (Peter Sellers) breaking up a fight between the
Soviet Ambassador and General
Turgidson (George C. Scott) with
the injunction, "Gentlemen , no
fighting in the War Room" in Dr.
Strangelove? Or how about President
Henry Fonda blowing up New York
as recompense for us mistakenly
blowing up Moscow in Fail-Safe?

Who can forget Henry
Fonda nuking New York
in exchange for Moscow?
To be sure, after the missile crisis
of 1962, our minds were eased a bit
by the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
detente and the "hot lin~," and later
on by the Helsinki Accords and the
SALT Treaties. But the advent of
the Reagan Administration and the
heating up of the Cold War with the
Russkies has revived our fears and
fantasies. Some of this undoubtedly
stems from the widespread popular
-and probably unjust-perceptions of Reagan held by those suspicious of him: that he is a dangerous warmonger, uneducable and
insensitive to the nuclear danger, a
"triggerhappy cowboy" bent on a
showdown with the black-hatted
Commies at the Armageddon Corral.
Even those attentive to the arcane
abstractions of nuclear strategy have
been uncomfortable with the insouciance and loose talk that emanated from the Reagan Administration concerning "winnable nuclear
wars ," living in a "prewar" era, calculating "acceptable losses," and so
on. That, plus the feeling that the
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Even before The Day After was broadcast, it was widely discussed, praised, and
condemned. Talk about it-in seminars, columns, and talk shows-appeared endless.
Russians were equally willing to
fight such a monstrous war, gave
great impetus to the anti-nuke movement here and in Europe. Millions
of people now don't trust either side,
don't accept the premises of deterrence, and believe the two militaryindustrial complexes and their political allies are willing to get a lot
of us killed and irradiated for their
purposes. They have helped to spur
the debate over nuclear war, and
have found political allies in many
countries. Here the nuclear issue
will probably be central to this year's
Presidential race.
So the Bomb is back on our minds.
And you guessed it, popular culture
is back in the act of fleshing out our
fantasies. One of the biggest hits of
the recent movie year is War Games,
a delightful and scary fantasy about
some smarty kid who breaks into the
NORAD computer with his home
computer and gets "Joshua" to play
a game with him: global thermonuclear war! World War III is averted
at the last minute, at which time the
computer signals the moral of the
story: "Strange game. The only winning move is not to play."
Variations on the nuclear theme
now abound in the movies: James
Bond averts nucl ear war in Never
Say Never Again; Chevy Chase sells
nuclear bombs to revolutionaries in
Deal of the Century; Christopher
Walken in The Dead Zone can see
into the future, and sees a triggerhappy President who wants to blow
the world up; Jane Alexander and
her kids die with dignity from fallout in Testament. The mass nuclear
fear may fall on deaf ears in the
White House and the Kremlin, but
not in Hollywood. Political and military leaders in war rooms may have
lost touch with reality, but not
moviemakers, who are in the very
real business of selling dreams, or
in this case, nightmares. Politicians
and generals may not know or care
what people out there think, but it
is meat-and-potatoes to the creators
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of popular culture. And it appears
they think they know what is on people's minds now .
So too do the folks at the American Broadcasting Company. Even
before the show The Day After was
broadcast on the evening of November 20, 1983, the program was discussed, praised, and condemned.
Pirated tapes of the show circulated
in anti-nuke circles; pro-nuclear
groups demanded equal time; psychiatrists warned us not to watch it
alone, and people debated whether
to let their children watch it at all.
The talk about it-in seminars, columns, and talk shows-appeared
endless.

The Day After has a
rough dramatic logic: the
logic of the horror tale.
Apocalypse became an Event,
something we talked about not only
since our hides were at stake, but
also because we knew that we
wouldn't get to talk about it much if
Apocalypse became something more
real than a TV show. ABC was accused of political motives in showing the program at precisely the
time new missiles were being installed in Europe. They apparently
took some heat from the Reagan
Administration, and two days before The Day After was shown, the
White House released booklets
summarizing the President's position on nuclear weapons. Advertisers anguished about how many
people would tune out, and the network finally agreed to bargainbasement rates ($135,000 for 30 seconds), and agreed to run four-fifths
of the ads before the bombs hit. So
after much haggling, delaying, negotiating, and agonizing, the $7 million dollar production was finally
shown.
The long tug-of-war over what
went into The Day A[te1· is evident
from the rather disjointed and confusing dramatic continuity of the

story. Almost like a bad Robert
Altman film, many characters are
introduced and then abandoned.
The doctor (Jason Robards) works
with a nurse (JoBeth Williams) in
the aftermath of the attack who suddently disappears and dies off-camera. Throughout the film, one gets
the sense that super-sensitive editors
snipped out things here and there,
and in the process left the viewer a
rather bedraggled story. The movie
ends without us knowing the specific fate of characters we have come
to sympathize with.
Yet the story does have a kind of
rough dramatic logic, the logic of
the horror tale. The horror story
typically tells of ordinary life disturbed by some evil and alien force
that possesses the power to wreak
havoc on innocent people. In many
traditional horror stories, of course,
the powerful force is averted or defeated . Here it is not , and that is the
simple moral of the story. A bucolic
Rockwellian Middle America is established at the outset by the camera
panning over fields and farms with
the "New World" symphony and
Protestant hymn music playing.
Ordinary life is apace: a marriage
is about to take place, a woman is
about to have a baby, and by golly ,
a teenage farm girl gets her diaphragm to fool around with her boy
friend right here in River City!
Images of sensuality and love
abound, establishing the horrible
formula of life against death: the
Faustian-Frankensteinian force of
evil will end all that.
With that established, the story
builds toward the much anticipated
(and for many, somewhat disappointing-horror movie fans are
seasoned and demanding when it
comes to the graphic) escalation into
war. Perhaps the best dramatic touch
of the movie is the interplay between the mass-mediated communication of events leading to war, and
the reaction of our array of characters to it. The images evoke poigThe Cresset

The film could be interpreted in a variety of ways: hawks could argue it shows
the need for deterrence; doves that it demonstrates the need for disarmament.
nancy in th e face of dread: the teenage girl now holds her teddybear
and obeys D addy; the mother compulsively makes beds, clinging to a
routine soon to be forever disrupted;
a younger daugh ter asks, "What's
radiation?" Radio and TV news relentlessly bring the bad news: Moscow is evacuated; the Russians have
sealed and seized West Berlin; Tempelhof is closed; West German air
space is invaded; nuclear weapons
have destroyed regional NATO
headquarters. (Interestingly, the
creators of the show maintained that
they would avoid placing blame for
the war with either side; but as far
as I could tell, almost every aggressive move reported was on the part
of the Soviets.)
Then the fun begins: the missiles
are launched from Lawrence, while
a full football stadium at the university watches a game (probably about
to beat Nebraska for the first time
in many years). There is panic and
flight (students hurriedly stock up
on junk food), and then It Happens: people (including a classroom
full of children) are instantly irradiated, towns are engulfed, houses
blown away (some of these scenes are
stock footage from the Nevada tests) ,
and forests reduced to charcoal. People die, wander aimlessly, lose limbs
and eyesight, develop open sores
and radiation sickness, lose hair,
riot and loot, shoot each other, live
on dead an imals. Perhaps not up to
the standards of contemporary
splatter movies, but certainly nasty
enough for most of us to get the idea.
As the characters deteriorate and
die , the post-apocalyptic bitterness
and anomie appear, a pretty clear
"the living will envy the dead" scenario. There "ain't no Sedalia" anymore; the indestructible cockroach
becomes "man's legacy"; the pregnant woman bitterly wonders if she
wants to bring a child into a world
like this; a minister holding services
for ashen zombies (one of whom dies
during the service) in a bombed-out
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church with a makeshift Cross gives
thanks for "destroying the destroyers
of the earth."
The anonymous President announces a cease-fire over the radio,
and gives us the good news that what
we have wreaked on the Soviets is
equally catastrophic. We have not
surrended, we will not retreat, and
now must rebuild. Is this the announcement of a. victory, a lasting
peace, or another interim in which
we rearm and fight another nuclear
war? We are not told. But the tired
political rhetoric sounds hollow in
the context of the price paid by the
barely surviving "acceptable losses."
(Perhaps we should take more hope
in the fact that , like the indestructible cockroach, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture survives and is immediately advising farmers about
how to plow under irradiated topsoil.) The movie ends with the dying
doctor comforted by a squatter after
discovering that a watch is all that's
left of his wife.
The audience for The Day After
appears to have been a large one
(100 million), although apparently
some souls refused to watch it or
tuned out. In a sense, various points
of view could interpret the film in a
variety of ways: hawks could argue

it demonstrates the need for deterrence; doves the need for disarmament. But at a deeper level, scholars
wondered whether it might not have
the effect of " learned help lessness,"
inducing hopeless apathy and despair by teaching people that nuclear
war and their subsequent death are
inevitable. Activists, of course, hope
that it will spur activism and sh ift
public opinion, but that remains to
be seen. Certainly for the moment it
will have no effect (if it were so intended, wh ich seems unlikely) on
the deployment of missi les in Europe or on American (and certain ly
not Soviet) nuclear policy.
If the movie offered few glimmers
of hope, the discussion ABC hosted
afterwards offered still less. Most of
the language of the elite panelistsBrent Scowcroft, Ro bert McNamara,
William Buckley, Henry Kissinger
-was in the dehumanized terms of
the policy expert, and the panelists
seemed either oblivious to or uninterested in the fears of the many millions watching. Whatever the merits
of the policy positions they took, the
whole thing may have been lost on
many peop le who watched this
bloodless post-mortem. T he movie
itself was attacked as propaganda or
simple-minded, which may well be
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Who will be left to
inherit a ravaged earth?
true; but it was clear that the panelists understood neither the function
of popular culture, nor the common
anxieties which precede the creation
of such fare.
To dismiss the movie and move
immediately into the abstract justifications for the balance of terror may
have made it seem to many viewers,
however wrongly, that important
policymakers have not the slightest
compassion for the possible fate of
the people of the many Lawrences
around the country or, for that matter, the world. As the panelists carried on with their arid rhetoric of
"launch on warning," mutual assured destruction , first strikes, and
survivability ratios, they probably
appeared to lots of people as inhumane technocrats incapable of
thinking in the common moral and
existential terms the movie depicted ,
and thus giving us all the more cause
for a sense of helplessness. In this
kind of technocratic logic, not on ly
are the Russians dehumanized , but
Europe becomes a "field theater"
battlefield , and Lawrence, Kansas a
configuration on the NORAD board.
If people come away from such talk
feeling expendable, it 's no wonder.
They are .
Elie Wiesel (who has reason to
know that the imaginable is possible)
struck the on ly "humanistic" note
on the program when he said, "We
are all Jews now." The long-standing mutual su icide pact by the
world's two major superpowers puts
us all- Russians, Americans, and
lots more-in the same concentrated
trap, a trap from which the political
and military elites of both superpowers can so far find no exit. Both
The Day After and the subsequent
discussion may have given credence
to the popular notion that mankind
may well lose yet another Faustian
gamble. So if we do , then maybe the
lowly cockroach will become the
ascendant species on a decimated
planet. So then after all , the meek
will inherit the earth.
::
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War and
Rumors of War

John Steven Paul
The altogether peculiar Indiana
Repertory Theatre (Indianapolis)
production of Henry IV, Part I proceeds toward the climactic battle at
Shrewsbury between the Lancastrians, who control the English
throne, and the Percys, who covet
it. The scenes have been sparely
decorated, set near the front edge
of the stage and against the whitewashed rear wall of the theatre. Now
the King and his nobles, costumed
as brown-shirted storm troopers,
spread themselves across the entire
platform. They confront their opposite numbers, the Percys: punk rockers in black leather riding the crest
of a new wave from, presumably,
their ancestral home in Northumbria. Nine or ten actors stand for the
King's army; five or six represent
the badly outnumbered rebels. Before the fighting begins, the King
and the rebels launch indictments
and indignities into the breach between them. And below the respective combatants, at about knee-level ,
are groupings of miniature horses,

John Steven Paul teache$ in the Department of Speech and Drama at Valparaiso University. He is currently
di1·ecting a University Theatre production of Fiddler on the Roof. The
playing dates are February 17-25.

An altogether peculiar
Shakespearean production.
colorfully arrayed in appropriate
battle dress and, apparently, carved
from wood.
Like many directors before him,
IRT Artistic Director Tom Haas is
playing around with Shakespeare.
It is common nowadays for directors
to refit Shakespearean drama with
images of their own choosingimages which in some cases have
very tenuous connections to the
original meaning of the language.
Haas is playing around in another
sense of that word. The artistic concept for this Henry IV is a Medieval
one: the theatre as game or ludus.
The focus is on the playing, the playfulness, the game.
The toy horses are one example
of this concept. These miniature
wooden steeds are the knights in
this chessboard chronicle of kings,
bishops, and castles. As the scenes
of the battle-game follow one another, some of the horses are removed from the field-board. The
actors behind them are the game
players. But chess is too antiquated
a reference for a production so studded with contemporary images. One
supposes the tiny equine configurations are meant to correspond more
to the electronic blips of a space invaders video game than to the
square-bound figures of chess.

It is common nowadays
for directors to refit
Shakespearean drama with
images that in some
cases have very tenuous
connections to the original
meaning of the language.
Having chosen to do full productions of both Henry IV, Parts I & II
for his Mainstage subscription season (a rare and much appreciated
opportunity for lovers of Shakespeare's histories) , Haas dropped
Shakespeare's titles and substituted
"The Henrys Project" which sounds
more like research than game. Part I
became "Hotspur"; Part II became
The Cresset

Even if the King and his men are Nazis, why are they fighting against a
Hotspur who looks like a punk rock singer and a Douglas who evokes David Bowie?
"Falstaff." Perhaps these titles
seemed inherently more dramatic,
and therefore more playful.
"Hotspur" opens with a shadow
play. To understand the Henrys an
audience must be acquainted with
the action of Richard II, wherein the
Lancastrian Henry Bolingbroke
usurps the throne and is implicated
in the murder of Richard Bordeaux,
king by divine right. To supply this
essential exposition, Haas has invented a pantomime prologue in
which some of the actors, behind a
back-lit muslin curtain, silently
enact scenes from the earlier play.
The other actors in the production
become an audience and watch this
mime in silhouette. The curtain, the
exaggerated pantomime style, and
the "audience's" contrived responses
reinforce the idea that this is a play
before a play, a curtain-raiser behind a curtain.
There are other ludi. Ned Po ins
convinces Prince Hal to play along
with Falstaff's plan to rob pilgrims
on the road to Canterbury, so that
Fat Jack will become an unwitting
player in Poins' own game and provide amusement for all. When the
game is ended and Falstaff has
played his part, he returns to the
Eastcheap tavern to promote his
version of the robbery game. While
all the patrons gather round to
watch, Sir John enacts the struggle
between his valiant self and "eleven"
unfortunate men in buckram suits.
Of course these eleven were only
Poins and the Prince who had simply frightened Falstaff and his companions away. Later, Prince Hal
and Falstaff play out a scene between
the Prince and his father, the King.
First, Falstaff plays King to Hal's
Harry. Then Hal plays King to Falstaff's Harry. The scenes are acted
upon a table and against a curtain,
again with the tavern patrons as
audience.
In general, the idea that H enry IV,
Part I is a play about playing seems
correct. Shakespeare shaped the
February, 1984

story around two young men in
training, Henry the Prince of Wales
and Henry Percy. One would some
day play the role of King, but first
he would have to face the other in a
physical contest. There is much discussion about how the two have prepared for their roles. How rigorous
has their training been? Who have
been their teachers? What has been
the extent of their progress? Finally
the time comes when they must play
each other on the battlefield at
Shrewsbury. One wins and the other
loses.

Prince Hal and Poins
are meant to be softer
versions of the King's
men, but Poins looks like
Huckleberry Finn and,
except_for the headband,
Prince Hal is a preppie.
The highly theatrical approach to
"Hotspur 's" stage picture continuously reminds the audience that
this is a play about playing. A scaffold stage built across the front of
the permanent stage is flanked by
towers on which spotlights are anchored and from which followspots
are occasionally operated by members of the acting company. A curtain-that universal symbol of theatre art-stretches across the scaffold
stage and is repeatedly drawn and
closed to call attention to its centrality as a production image. There
is no attempt to emotionally lure the
audience into the illusion of some
other reality behind a proscenium
arch. Actors enter and exit the stage
by way of the auditorium; they inhabit the same world as the audience,
a world that includes thrones and
camp stools and also theatre seats.
There is something about Shakespearean drama that makes it particularly vulnerable to the ravages
of the self-indulgent costumer. The
average spectator must find costume
choices for "Hotspur" to be bizarre.
King Henry and his men are dressed

in hrown shirts and trousers with
high black boots, and the National
Socialist association is automatic,
inescapable, and incomprehensible.
Even if the King and his men are
Nazis, why are they fighting against
a Hotspur who looks like a punk
rock singer and a Douglas who
evokes David Bowie? Prince Hal
and Poins are meant to be softer versions of the King's men, but Poins
looks like Huckleberry Finn and,
except for his headband, Prince Hal
is a preppie. One knows not what to
say about Falstaff's garb, which suggests the old-fashioned Elizabethan
style, except that it is somewhat more
incongruous if somewhat less disconcerting than the rest of the costumes. The costumes are visually
striking, but finally they do nothing
but make their own statements, individually calling attention to themselves in the most distracting fashion, and overloading the production
with studied but confused contemporary images.
The "Hotspur" costumes are Costumes; that is, they are not clothing.
As such they are consonant with the
overall theatricalist approach to the
production design. Unfortunately,
the costumes alienate the stage picture from the text and force us to
draw the . conclusion that, at some
point, the IRT "Hotspur" concept
detached itself from Shakespeare's
Henry IV. Other directors, notably
Charles Marowitz, and other dramatists, notably Edward Bond, have
taken their inspiration from Shakespeare and made something new and
uniquely their own.
All evidence indicates, however,
that what Tom Haas and the Indiana Repertory Theatre want very
much to do is Shakespeare. The
company gives the text a standard,
orthodox reading, and a very pedestrian and unmusical one at that.
(John Talbot, in the central role of
Prince Hal , is simply unable to do
much with the verse, and the stridency of his counterpart Jeff
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In Heartbreak House, Shaw has assembled a group of the landed class in order to
study the pathetic phenomenon of acute paralysis in the face of momentous change.
McCarthy's performance as Hotspur drains the role of grace. Bernard Kates, on the other hand, is very
fine as Falstaff.) All in all one is inclined to conclude that, fearing for
the Henry IV plays' lack of appeal,
Haas tricked them up to make them
more exciting.
Still, the image of those knee-high
horses arrayed and facing each
other is memorable and challenging. They are at once rigidly impotent and weirdly threatening. If
they are markers in some symbolic
game, they signal an attitude about
war itself. The image reminds us
that one of the first conceptual decisions that any prospective director
of Shakespeare's war plays must
make is what approach he will take
to the battle scenes. Will they be
realistically staged or stylistically
suggested? Will there be one-on-one
combat or a general melee? How
wi ll the reality of war be communicated to the audience?
Shakespeare himself was comfortable with (or resigned to) the limitations of the Globe Theatre, which
dictated that wars be suggested by
formal ch,allenges, alarums, hand-tohand battles, and breathless reports
from messengers. In the prologue
to Henry V he humbly begs his audience to conjur up an "imaginary
puissance" while spectating within
the "Wooden 0." Yet the Bard of
Avon lived and wrote long before
the time when the photographic
imitation of life became the theatregoer's critical standard, and even
longer before the development of
modern groundlings' imaginations
had been arrested by cinematic extravaganzas. The movies-one
thinks of Tora! Tora! Tora! and others
of that genre-have made the effective staging of war on the live stage
problematic.
We can assume that the art of
fencing in Elizabethan times was so
brilliant that war could be quite entertainingly reduced to a test of skill
between two men with foils. Even
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so, Shakespeare seems less interested in the action of organized
slaughter than in the psychological
prologue to and epilogue of war
and war's effects on man the warrior. He knew that on stage there is
more to be learned from listening
to a man's war cry than by gawking
at his death blow. He may also have
sensed that by trying to entertain
others with imitations of genocidal
conflicts you only trivialize those
conflicts. And he undoubtedly realized the irony in the fact that scores,
and hundreds, and thousands of
lives can be shaken by disputes between individual men, powerful
individuals to be sure, but individuals nonetheless.

Shaw withheld his play
from the London theatres
until 1920, fearing that
its serious message would
be rejected by wartime
audiences in search only
of rest and recreation .
The IRT's toy horses are the perfect metaphor to capture the essential irony of the feudal war: a war
with broad and fatal consequences
for the general population often
fought as an expression of royal
petulance or as a cure for baronial
boredom. Unlike some other forms
of amusement, like a play on the
stage or a game on a board, the fallen in war do not get up to play another day. The dubious end of such
an enterprise casts an ironic shadow
over all the warriors and their
values. Indeed, if the principal
theme of Henry IV, Part I is the
emergence of the kingly persona in
Prince Hal, Falstaff sounds a strong
counterpoint in his ironic critique
of honor, that "mere scutcheon,"
that "word," that treasured possession of "he that died a Wednesday."
Honor is a cue for killing, if one
might put another definition into
Sir John's mouth, whose actual value
is like to a toy horse.

• • •
The Medieval men of Shakespeare's Henry IV are certainly men
of action whose goals may be questioned but whose courage and daring may not be. For the Modern men
of George Bernard Shaw's Heartbreak House, the reverse is true.
Shaw began his Great War play in
1913, the year before England officially declared hostilities against the
Central Powers. He withheld it from
the London theatres until 1920, fearing that its serious message would
be rejected by wartime theatre patrons in search only of rest and recreation. The play that G.B.S. considered his own King Lear is now
playing at New York's Circle in the
Square Theatre with a splendid cast
including Rex Harrison, Rosemary
Harris, and Amy Irving.
The playwright himself linked
Heartbreak House to Chekhov by
subtitling it "a Fantasia in the Russian Manner on English Themes."
And, as Dr. Chekhov did in the
Cherry Orchard, Shaw has assembled
a group of the landed class in order
to study the pathetic phenomenon
of acute paralysis in the face of momentous change. The setting is the
house of Captain Shotover, an
eighty-eight-year-old sage and former sea-farer, who fights off the advance of heartbreak by seeking the
seventh degree of concentration
while stockpiling enough dynamite
to exterminate the human species
should it "go too far."
The Captain is blessed with two
daughters, Hesione, a charming
combination of siren and vampire
whose role in life is to fascinate, and
Ariadne, stunningly beautiful and
utterly disdainful of men who are
not accomplished masters of the
horse and the hunt. Hesione has
married Hector Hushabye, a man
with the soul and memory of a hero,
whose experience has robbed him of
everything but his dreams and his
great skill as a liar. Ariadne's husband, with whom she has been abThe Cresset

Shaw, the great essayist whose prefaces are sometimes longer than the plays
to which they are appended , is also the consummate crafter of dramatic language.
sent from her father's house for
twenty-three years, is off building
the Empire.
There are others on board Captain Shotover's vessel. Ellie Dunn, a
spirited and romantic young friend
of Hesione's, has come to the country to be courted by Boss Mangan, a
bloated and boorish capitalist. She
is committed to him out of gratitude
for what she thinks has been his
kindness toward her father Mazzini
Dunn, an old-fashioned liberal,
grown old and poor fighting for
freedom. The elder Dunn is here,
as is Randall Utterword, Ariadne's
brother-in-law, the epitome of the
effete, sniveling, impotent rotter,
who, Shaw suggests, has insinuated
his way to the highest levels of
government and society.
Shaw is concerned in Heartbreak
House with the delineation of character and the articulation of idea.
His vehicle, which he employs with
triumphant success in this play as
in others, is dialogue. Shaw, the
great essayist whose prefaces are
sometimes longer than the plays to
which they are appended, is also
the consummate crafter of dramatic
language. Like Chekhov, Shaw uses
his language to plant impressions.
But Shaw's impressions gradually
grow, develop, and consolidate into
arguments. By the end of the play
the listener has participated in a
full-blown debate while enjoying a
witty comedy; he has been instructed
and amused. The conversational
and rhetorical skills of the Circle in
the Square actors are ideally suited
to Shaw's dramaturgy. Rex Harrison and company have made this
drama of discussion such an aural
delight that we nearly forget we are
being preached to.
What plot there is in Heartbreak
House revolves about Ellie's progress toward marriage. She arrives
prepared to wed Mangan the industrialist for his money, but infatuated with a romantic stranger who
has regaled her with tales reminisFebruary, 1984

cent of Othello's. Shortly after Ellie
confesses to Hesione her passion for
her Shakespearean stranger, the
man walks in. He is, to Ellie's dismay, Hector the liar, Hesione's husband. Hesione is opposed to Ellie's
marriage to the philistine Mangan
and sets her wiles to turning the
man's attention away from the girl.
She succeeds, clearing the deck of
Ellie's eligible suitors. Having dismissed the flawed and imperfect
candidates, Shaw sets the ingenuous
Ellie and the ancient Captain Shotover vis-a-vis. The Captain's arguments against marrying for money
and the comfortable life are so eloquent, and his creed of "want nothing and live dangerously" so inspiring, that Ellie "marries" him-spiritually!
And what of the Great War? For
those on hand at the Shotover house
it is hardly more than a rumor.
Ironically, Shaw reduces the war,
in which at one point the British

were taking 7,000 casualties a day,
to a single pass of a bomber over
the garden and the explosion of a
single bomb. Shaw, like Shakespeare before him , is not interested
in dramatizing, or attempting to
dramatize, the horrors of war. He
be l ieves reactions to war more
meaningful and irony better suited
to his purpose. The bomb detonates
the Captain's store of dynamiteand also Mangan, the practical man
of business (who had retreated to
Captain Shotover's storage cave to
escape the others' harassment.)
For the others, mired in their own
complacency, the experience has
been a thrill ing, extraordinary
crescendo in their ordinarily quiescent lives, and they earnestly hope
for another. The sound of Shaw's
bomb is the sound of Chekhov's axe
hacking at the trunks of the cherry
trees, and the resonance of the sound
shakes the world with the force of
war.

••
••

At Season's End
Three snow people
scooped and packed into life
from the scraps
left by a stingy winter sky
stand in wistful silence
as their scarves grow large
on ever-thinning necks .
They melt silently.
Teeth and eyes,
pipes and arms
fall.
Their feet
yield
to the hungers of earth.
There is nothing to feed them,
nothing to do but behold the grace
with which they sink
into this spring's
surrounding green.

Ruth El Saffar
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The Last
Word
Piques and Valleys
Dot Nuechterlein
Blame it on the month.
Normally I am a contented sort of
person. I am blessed with a great
family, wonderful friends, challenging work, and rather good physical, spiritual, and mental health.
There is plenty to be th(Jnkful for,
and I am .
Every now and again, however, I
start to count my irritations, and it
happens most often at this time of
the year because I despise February.
Oh, a few nice things have befallen me in months named after the
feast of purification-did you know
that is where it got its name?- but I
have to think hard to recall them.
Like I know there have been some
exciting basketball games in Februaries gone by, and once I went to
a fantastic Valentine's party, and the
20th is the anniversary of my first
date with the fellow I now live with.
Also the month ushered into this
world some of the people I love ,
such as a daughter, a sister, and several close friends.
But that's about it. Mostly the connotations are bad. February represents cold snow cold ice cold misery
cold. Perhaps if I resided in a warmer-climed piece of geography my
temperament would be far sweeter
than it is, but that has never been my
good fortune, nor have I had the
wherewithal to migrate elsewhere
for even part of the month. By now
winter has hung around far longer
than any decent visitor should dare,
with its departure nowhere in sight.
And the guy who thought up this
Groundhog Day nonsense had a
malevolent sense of humor and
should have been done away with.
Have you noticed that it never works
in our favor?
Well-intentioned (I assume) people say, "Well, you might as well
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take up winter sports, then, and
learn to enjoy the season." Now to a
winter-hater, that's irritating. It is a
matter of record that there are some
of us on this earth who do not enjoy
being out-of-doors in any kind of
weather and tolerate it only because
it provides an opportunity to do
something we couldn't do otherwise
-sing around a campfire, pick
wildflowers, march in a parade,
whatever. But to deliberately cultivate an activity in order to be out
there borders on insanity, and such
advice-wasters should know better.
Sometimes I appreciate nature, but
prefer to do it through plate glass.
My ankles weren't built for skating,
I'm too cowardly to ski, and toboggans kill people.
No, the only good point I can
think of is that this is the shortest
month, but of course this year we
have that extra day up with which
we have to put, and the very idea
gets me to grumbling about any
number of other things that crop up
intentionally to annoy me.
For example, doesn't it just 'kill
you the way they package crackers
these days, with the "stay fresh liner"
too short to roll down but glued to
the side of the box so that it rips as
soon as you try to put back what you
don't need? Good grief, do they expect you to eat the whole boxful at
once?
And speaking of containers foisted
upon us, I simply cannot understand why they have to make pickle
jars that way. You know, so that after
struggling with one for five minutes
and giving up in exasperation and
asking Mr. He-man to exert a little
muscle he barely lays a finger on it
and magically it's open, sesame.
This is obviously some sort of conspiracy to put women back in their
place or something, and I tend to
notice this type of thing more often
in months that start with F.
We all know that things aren't
made well today and have a habit
of falling apart before you get much

use from them. The one that frosts
me most is pantyhose. It always happens when you are in a big frantic
rush, too: you get one side on and
are halfway through the second and
then you see it-a great big (or little,
doesn't matter) run in an obvious
spot. An unobvious place is just as
bad, because you know what's going
to happen; even if you take a chance
and wear them anyway, you spend
all day unchicly checking your legs
every few minutes.
Another time you have to constantly check your legs is in bad
weather when every step you take
sprays dark spots from shoe to knee.
Men just don 't know what we put up
with-yuck on trouser legs is no way
so loathsome as rain/mush/slushmarked skin.
Men also don't have to fret much
about getting their hair wet when
they take a shower. What a bother;
do you suppose that is what kept
females from active participation in
recreational sports for so long?
Usually my irritations are with
myself, and this is the month they
tend to pile up. Along about now I
am gradually sorting through the
debris that collected in the Thanksgiving-to-Christmas madness. H ere
are the coupons I cut out in November that I couldn't find in December
whose expiration dates were in January. There is the pattern bought
to make the dress that would have
made me into the belle of the New
Year's Eve ball ; instead I went in
something old and frumpy. By February, too, it is painfully clear that
the new diet begun faithfully right
after the holidays doesn't have a
prayer. And so on.
Please, if you have to have dealings with me in the near future , do
yourself a favor and hold off until
next month. March may be windy"
and chilly, but it is the threshold of
promising April and glorious May.
Then I will be sweet and reasonable
and uncomplaining and forgiving .
Promise.
~~
The Cresset

